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AXIS INVASION OF THE AMERICAN WEST:
POWS IN NEW MEXICO, 1942-1946

JAKE W. SPIDLE

A FLAT, virtually treel~ss stretch of New Mexico prairie,
fourteen miles southeast of the town of Roswell, the wind now
kicks up dust devils where Rommel's Afrikakorps once marched.
A little over a mile from the Orchard Park siding of the Chicago,
Rock Island and Pacific railroad line, down a dusty, still unpaved
road, the concrete foundations of the Roswell Prisoner of War
Internment Camp are still visible. They are all that are left from
what was "home" for thousands of German soldiers during the
period 1942-1946. Near Lordsburg there are similar ruins of
another camp which at various times during the years 1942-1945
held Japanese-American internees from the Pacific Coast and both
Italian and German prisoners of war. The Axis prisoners' held in
New Mexico were part of the more than 425,000 enemy captives
transported to the con!inental United States in the course of the
Second World War. There is little information available in print
about these involuntary New Mexicans of the war years, and in
general American historians have paid little attention to the
presence of enemy paws in the United States. However, in all
the states where POW camps were located-eventually every
state except North Dakota,. Nevada, and Vermont-the paws
were of considerable interest and c<;mcern to Americans engaged
in an all out war effort, and the paws, by their labor, contributed
directly and indirectly to the hard struggle against the Axis. The
experience of New Mexico as a prisoner of war camp site during
1942-1 946 provides an interesting case study of the various ramifi-
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cations of the Army's extensive POW operations within the continental United States and provides an unusual chapter in the
state's history.
Prior to the American entry into the Second World War in
December 1941, the War Department had made few plans for
the confinement of enemy POWs captured in the course of action.
It apparently operated under the tacit assumption that they would
remain the concern of the military men in the theaters of operation,
as had been the case during America's participation in World War
P A few naval POWs had been interned in the continental United
States in 1917-1918,2 but in 1941 there were no plans to repeat
that experience: Preliminary arrangements had been made, however, in July 1941, for the internment of enemy aliens resident in
the forty-eight states in the event of American involvement in the
struggle against the Axis powers. By the terms of that understanding the War Department accepted responsibility for the construction of three internment camps within the continental United
States. Funding, however, did not become available until December 8, 1941, the day after the shock of Pearl Harbor. On that day
the Office of the Provost Marshal General authorized construction
of not three, but nine internment camps for enemy aliens. 3 Both
Roswell and Lordsburg, New Mexico, were on the classified list
of future camp sites. 4
In selection of the sites for alien internment camps, the War
Department gave primary consideration to maximum security and
felt it necessary that camps be located away from population centers and sensitive military and industrial installations. Moreover,
economy dictated sites where construction and operating costs
could be kept as low as possible. While all of the southern states
fit the latter criterion, southwestern states like New Mexico readily
suited all the government's major requirements. Consequently,
they played prominent roles as prison sites during the Second
World War. 5
Throughout the first six months of 1942, many New Mexicans
were agitated by the swirl of unconfirmed rumors that large numbers of enemy aliens were going to be incarcerated within the
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state. Most of the concern stemmed from fears that JapaneseA~ericans frani the west coast were going to be removed to New
Mexico. Editorials and letters to the editors of newspapers around
the state vividly demonstrated those fears. Aresident of Las Cruces,
for example, Wrote:
/
Furthermo~e, if these Japanese aliens can't be trusted on the coast;
how can we trust them. here? Why not put them in a concentration
camp for the duration of the war, and feed them rice and sauerkraut?
Why waste good American food on them that we need for our
soldiers?6

Nor was the position of the editor of the Roswell Daily Record at
all ambiguous:
Japanese are not wanted in New Mexico whether they were born in
Japan or in America. We have enough of a racial problem in the state
as it is, not to complicate it any further. Those who are opposing the
settling of any people of Japanese ancestry in this state are acting in
the interest of the people of the state, now and in the future. Keep the
Japs out!7

Rumor had it that almost all of the state's Civilian Conservation
Corps camps were going to be taken over as internment centers for
the Japanese-Americans. 8 The rumors that New Mexico would
serve as a giant penal colony for Japanese aliens were given added
currency on February I, 1942.. That day Congressman Clinton
Anderson announced that he had been informed by the War Department that it intended to begin immediate construction of a
three thousand-man cantonment in Lordsburg. 9
As the winter ebbed, many New Mexicans began to view the
whole question more calmly. The potential boost to local economies, for example, began to interest some businessmen around the
state. 1O The overreaction of January-March cooled and by early
summer a mood of reluctant acquiescence in the Federal government's judgment replaced it. l l That mood of acceptance came none
too soon, for in late June of 1942 the-Lordsburg installation began
operations. By the middle of July six hundred and thirteen Japanese
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internees had arrived at the camp.12 New Mexico's four-year experience as an aliens and POW camp center had begun. 13
At the same time, government officials in Washington began to
consider the possibility of transporting Axis prisoners of war from
the various war theaters to internment camps in the United States.
By the late summer of 1942, a decision to undertake such an operation had been made,14 and six camp sites still in the planning stages
were designated as prisoner of war camps-among them the camp
in Roswell, New Mexico.
.
Even before they had adjusted to the disquieting reality of the
Japanese internment camp at Lordsburg/ 5 New Mexicans began to
worry anew. This time speculation centered on the possibility that
German and Italian prisoners were going to be forced upon them.
The townspeople of Roswell were particularly nervous. They had
good reason, for late in the spring the Army had begun construction of an installation southeast of the town, the purpose of which
remained a mystery. It had been generally assumed that the camp
was to house Japanese internees. On August 13, 1942, however,
giant banner headlines-//German Internment Camp Here!"resolved all uncertainty.16 Though the idea of having Hitler's
Aryan warriors in the neighborhood prompted some fear and alarm,
most people in Chaves County were confident that the Army could
handle the unwelcome visitors. 17
On September 7 Army guard detachments arrived at the new
camp, and on November 26 the first load of German POWs, about
250 men, were unloaded at Orchard Park siding while a curious
but orderly crowd looked on.1S By the end of 1942 both the Lordsburg and Roswell camps were fully operational, but only partially
filled. Each had a capacity of 4,800 men, but Lordsburg housed
only 1,500 Japanese-American internees and Roswell only 350
German POWs. 10 Until the summer of 1943 those numbers remained stable and the presence of the internees and the POWs
within the state was easy to ignore. In the entire United States
there were no more than 5,000 enemy prisoners interned;20 the
entire operation was still in its infancy.
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Beginning in May 1943, however, more than 175,000 German
and Italian soldiers, almost all of them captured in North Africa,
streamed into the United States. The two large camps in New
Mexico became the destinations for about 8,000 prisoners. Four
thousand German POWs moved into Roswell between July 15
and August 15 and another 3,900 Italians arrived in Lordsburg
during the same period. From the summer of 1943 until repatriation began in 1945, both camps were almost continuously filled to
their 4,800-man capacities. 21 The total number of POWs and internees held in the state fluctuated substantially with transfers and
new shipments, but on almost any given day between July 1943
and June 1945, there were well over ten thousand Axis soldiers in
New Mexico, plus approximately 2,000 Japanese-American internees in the -Santa Fe camp.22 Of the 155 base camps eventually
established all over the country, the New Mexico camps were con.
sistently among the ten largest. 23
About a third of the 379,000 Germans, transported to the United
States during the war werecapttired in the North Africa campaign
of I942~I943. One hundred and thirty-five thousand of them,
then,. were from the famed Afrikakorps, Rommel's men. They
made up an elite corps within the German army, and their defeat
in battle had not broken their spirit. Moreover, they were captured
relatively early in the war, when Nazi chances for victory still
looked good. This set them apart from the large number of postNormandy prisoners (Westfrontgefangenen) who came after
them in the late summer9f 1944. Throug~out their imprisonment
the Afrikakorps maintained their pride; their military discipline
and bearing, and (for many) their faith in National Socialism. 24
By contrast the post-Normandy prisoners were a heterogeneous
group, including old men and young"boys from army units hastily
organized as the Nazi star began to wane. Their basically civilian
orientations and the defeatism prominent among them made this
later group of prisoners quite different from Rommel's men, and
presented different problems to the men who ran the camps.25 New
Mexico's camps held both types of German POWs, but Rommel's
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men predominated. A woodcut in the possession of a former guard
at the camp tells their story: On the left half of the piece is a
desert scene labeled' "Nordafrika" with a trail of footprints to the
right side where a second desert scene is labeled "Amerika."26
Among New Mexico's Afrikakorps POWs were many who could
be considered hard-bitten Nazis, including a number of SS men,2T
but after camp authorities initiated segregation procedures, relatively little "political" trouble was encountered in either Roswell
or Lordsburg. 28 For a ten-month period in 1943-1944 four thousand
soldiers from Germany's Axis partner, Italy, wereheld at Lordsburg,
but New Mexico's camps were mainly used to hold Germans. 29

The base camp at Roswell was a plain, straightforward operation. so It was divided into three compounds, each approximately
100 by 400 yards, containing wooden barracks housing 1,600 men.
Adjacent to the compounds was a large recreation field primarily
used for soccer games and general exercise, but also containing
three tennis courts. S ! Surrounding the entire camp were two high
fences topped with barbed wire. The camp buildings themselves
were "solidly built and comfortable . . . [with] screened porches
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on all the main buildings and screened galleries on the compound
hospital."32 Both the later reports of the paws and those of the
various inspecting bodies noted that its accomodations were completely acceptable in every respect and gave no cause for complaint,33 The grounds were carefully landscaped and tended by the
prisoners and contained "well-planned drives and walks . . .
[and] wild prairie flowers, retained and carefully tended, [which]
brighten every available bit of space around the buildings."34 In
general, contemporary documents present a surprisingly attractive
picture of the Roswell camp. A 1943 visitor noted "it did not seem
to fit into a picture of an enemy prisoner camp as' we have corne to
think of such things:'35
The internal life of the camp was almost as attractive as its external appearance. The United States government, a signatory of
the 1929 Geneva Convention concerning the treatment of prisoners of war, made a commendable record in abiding by its provisions.
The Geneva agreement regulated housing standards, food, health
care, discipline and punishments, working conditions, recreational
and morale programs, and a host of other matters vis-a-vis prisoners
of war. It was unquestionably the foundation for government
policy in treatment ofthe POWS. 36 German paws reporting after
the war, various inspecting agencies, and German historians h~ve
unanimously affirmed the good faith of the American authorities
in following the Geneva Convention standards. 37 Indeed, the
POWs were treated so well that some domestic critics accused the
army in late 1944 and early 1945 of "coddling" them. 3s
All indications point to the conClusion that both the Roswell and
Lordsburg camps were run in strict adherence to the stipulations
of the Geneva Convention. Swiss legation officials, International
Red Cross and International YMCA representatives, and inspectors from the Provost Marshal General's Office all found little
cause for complaint in the operation of the New Mexico camps.39
Their reports did cite some minor grievances; the prisoners groused,
for example, about such things as tardy mail delivery, leaky roofs,
and supply shortages in work gloves and stationery.4O There were
also occasional charges of beatings administered by the American
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guards or other forms of abuse. 41 Much more typical, however, was
the observation of one Swiss Legation inspector that in his estimation the only legitimate complaint possible with respect to the
Roswell camp might be made by the American commanding officer
concerning the generally uncooperative attitude of the prisoners
themselves. 42
The inspection reports referred to above, the testimony of former
prisoners, guards, and officers of the camps, and other materials provide a reasonably clear picture of life inside the barbed wire. As
already suggested, given the circumstances it seems to have been a
relatively comfortable existence. Physically, for instance, the
POWs were unquestionably well cared for. Not only was housing
satisfactory and the environment of the camps as pleasant as possible, but the health care and food were superior by any objective
standards. The camp at Roswell, for example, had
one of the most complete and modern 25o-bed hospitals to be found
anywhere in the country. The operating and x-ray rooms are equipped
with every modern facility for surgery, and there is also a modern sixchair dental apartment. . . . The hospital is equipped with sun parlors, sterilizing rooms, and diet kitchens. 43

Rudolf Fischer, one of the Swiss inspectors, wrote at length of the
Roswell medical unit, calli~g it
a very well equipped and modern hospital. . . . All who visit this
hospital are amazed at the facilities which are offered the prisoners
of war. No US city of 10-30,000 and only some of 100,000 have such
facilities. 44

Staffed normally by four American army doctors, seven nurses, two
dentists, and one optician,45 who were assisted by a considerable
number of German corpsmen and dentists from among the POWs
themselves,46 the camp hospital provided exemplary care for the
prisoners. Almost all German historians have praised the health
care provided Axis POWs in American hands,47 and a German
doctor, himself a former American-held POW, claimed that the
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care of the inmates in American camps was considerably better
than that for civilians in Germany at the same time. 48
The American record in feeding the POWs was also above reproach. The food supplied the inmates of the American camps
was, according to the stipulation of the Geneva convention,. identical to the Type A field rations served American troops, which
included steak, chicken, ham, and the like,49 and the German
POWs were generally very happy with it. 5Q Indeed, most of them
were pleasantly surprised with their menus, and a diary entry of a
Roswell POW-"Die Ve.rpflegung ist vorziiglich!" (The food is
first-rate!)-was not exceptionaJ.5 1 Not only were the POWs treated
with traditional American foods-Thanksgiving dinner of turkey
and all the trilllmings52 and Christmas goose washed down with
eight hundred gallons of wine specially purchased in Albuquerque 53 -but the American army authorities even went to the extent
of establishing Menu Boards with POW representation. in an attempt to take into consideration German national food preferences. 54 In New Mexico, for example, the quantity of potatoes
supplied to the POWs was increased and that of corn decreased in
accordance with their wishes,55 arid rye bread was substituted for
white upon their request for "bread which would chew longer."56
The POWs cooked their. own food according to their tastes and
proved remarkably thrifty and ingenious at· it. For example, they
made bread from potato peelings and meat stew from jack rabbits
supplied them after successful hunting expeditions by American
camp personnel.57
Much of the acrimony in the coddling controversy of 1944-1946
hinged on the "overly generous" food served the POWs. An
Arizona congressman claimed, for example, to have seen German
POWs "as fat as hogs" in one of the Arizona camps.58 Though the
army defended itself by calling attention to the Geneva Convention
standards, food rations for the German POWs were cut back considerably in 1945. 59 The public attention focused on the matter
played a part in that cutback, but even more important were the
outbreak of food shortages in some parts of the nation in 1945 and
the revelations, as Allied armies swept into Nazi Germany, of con-
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ditions within German concentration camps.60 For a few months,
then, food rations in the American camps were restricted and some
POW diary entries for this period (roughly April to August 1945)
speak of "Hungerration" (hunger rations).61 By the fall, however,
they were restored to earlier levels and the diary entry of another
POW-"Herrgott, wieder einmal seit meiner Rekrutenzeit Mensch
seinl" (Dear God! For the first time since my recruit days to feel
human again!)62-seems the most accurate general summary of
food standards. It might also be noted that a survey of one thousand
Roswell POWs between June and November 1943, showed that
there was an average weight gain of 8.6 pounds per man. 63
The leisure-time activities at the New Mexico camps also undoubtedly contributed to both the physical and psychological wellbeing of the POWs. The prisoners had the opportunity to engage
in a wide variety of recreational activities. Many took to sport with
great energy, and lively soccer games, for instance, were regular
events at both camps. In addition, German hand- or fistball, tennis,
ping-pong, and chess were all played regularly.64 Theatrical and
musical activities and work in the plastic arts were also well developed, especially at Roswel1,65 Gala theatrical performancesdramas, music, and German-style cabaret-were staged weekly by
the prisoners using costumes and props furnished them by the
YMCA or purchased from the admission fees charged at the
shows. 66 Original plays and skits written by the prisoners themselves frequently shared billing with excerpts or scenes from the
plays of such German literary figures as Schiller.' In general the
drama program was quite prominent throughout the existence of
the camp. despite the frequent transfers of inmates. The stage shows
were supplemented by weekly movies provided by the War Department. Though the films shown were selected by the Army
and were almost surely not to the prisoners' preferences-among
them "The Adventures of Tom Sawyer," "Abe Lincoln in Illinois,"
"God Is My Co-Pilot," and "G.I. Joe"67-they were well attended.
Less appreciated were films specially prepared by the War Department titled "Why We Fight," a part of the slowly developed
re-education program. 68
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Even more impressive was the extraordinarily varied music program carried on within the camps, again, especially at Roswell.
Despite the difficulties posed by prisoner transfers-how, for example, did one replace a top-notch violinist shipped off to a camp
in Como, Mississippi?-the Roswell camp seems always to have
had an orchestra of some description and at one time as many as
three. 69 Using instruments provided by the YMCA or, mo~e commonly, purchased by the POWs themselves, the Roswell orchestra
was a source of pride to everyone connected with the camp. Its
repertoire ranged from Mozart and Brahms through Viennese
waltzes to American pop songs like "Mama, led die Pistole weg!"
more familiarly known as "Pistol Packin' Mama."7Q From the ranks
of American pop songs, which they learned from the radios
allowed in the camp, came the Roswell POWs' favorite song, a
tune which might be called the Alma Mater of the Roswell
Prisoner of War Internment Camp: "The Yellow Rose of Texas."71
Music quite obviously played'a substantial role as a morale booster
and diversion for the men imprisoned at Roswell. It also provided
a bright spot in the social life of the American officers and their
wives stationed there, for the POW orchestra provided the music
at officers' club dances. 72 It even put on well-attended concerts,
complete with chorus, for the citizens of the town.73
The spiritual' needs of the camp inmates were ministered to
through regular religious services, both P~otestant and Catholic, at
both New Mexico camps. Attendance was not high-at Lordsburg
only about twenty per cent of the POWs attended, and the Roswell
percentage was approximately the same. Many of those who
attended did so only in order to get out of their own compound
and into contact with men from others. 74 The Lutheran Church
in America also attempted to contribute to the spiritual nurture of
the prisoners by sending German-language Bibles, hymnals, and
other religious works to the camps, but its efforts and similar ones
made by the YMCA seem to have had little impact. An inspector
for the YMCA after a March 1944 visit to Roswell noted that a
large shipment of books had recently arrived at t~e camp from the
Lutheran Commission. He observed that the POWs were obviously
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grateful for it, but "though they did not really say anything, they
thought also that the proportion of religious books was too great."75
"Self-improvement" was a major objective of the POWs, and
to that end elaborate educational programs operated within the
camps. Though hampered by the frequent transfers of "professors,"
POW students at Roswell, for example, could take courses in English (encouraged by the camp authorities), the natural sciences,
mathematics, literature, commerce and bookkeeping, the history of
art, and many others. 76 These courses had great importance for the
students,77 and the Roswell education program seems to have been
typical of similar programs in virtually all American camps. A
German historian has concluded:
When the school systems behind the barbed wire are surveyed, a
large number of adult German males in Western Allies' camps can
be seen hunched over their schoolbooks. The impression that these
men were taking their schooling much more seriously than ever before
in their lives is not at all a false one. 78

At one point in 1945 more than twelve hundred POWs were
enrolled in courses at the Roswell camp.79 And, as a capstone to the
education programs, the paws in New Mexico and elsewhere
were allowed to take university-level correspondence courses from
some forty-eight American universities, among them such schools
as the Universities of California (Berkeley), Michigan, Minnesota, Chicago, Texas, and Virginia.8Q Roswell POWs participated
in some of those courses. 81
Books were readily available to the students, some of them received, after censorship, in packages from Germany, some from
local sources, but most of the books in the camps were supplied by
the YMCA, Lutheran Church organizations, or the International
Red Cross. 82 Magazines and newspapers were also freely available;
POWs within the Roswell camp held subscriptions to local papers,
the Christian Science Monitor, Life, Time, and no less than
twenty-three subscriptions to the New York Times. 83 With their
radios, books, magazines, and newspapers, the POW inmates in
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New Mexico, like those elsewhere in the United States, had great
freedom to learn and grow intellectually.s4 The materials available
to them were subject to censorship, which as a general rule was
not at all restrictive. s5 Further, the, POWs were largely free from
overt, heavy-handed attempts at "re-education," a euphemism for
political indoctrination. The American authorities were, of course,
eager to cultivate respect for and interest in democracy among the
POWs in their hands, but not until relatively late in the war did
re-education programs and special schools become fully operational. s6 Even then the programs touched only relatively small
numbers of POWs. More often than not, the Army was criticized
for its slow pace in re-education efforts. sT
POWs in New Mexico also had access to two other important
newspapers. One was Free Word, a camp newspaper put out by
and for the inmates of the Roswell camp.ss Free Word, printed
within the camp on mimeograph machines, was completely the
responsibility of the prisoners themselves, though it was of course
subject to official censorship. General in content, it carried news of
camp sporting events~ musical and dramatic productions, short
surveys of news from Europe (Die letzte Nachrichten ~us Europa)
gleaned from American newspapers, articles about the United
States and its political system (undoubtedly inspired or at least
encouraged by the camp authorities), articles in German with an
English translation underneath to facilitate English language study,
and even a joke section. S9 The paper was obviously screened with
considerable care by the American authorities and was undoubtedly
considered by them a part of the-----diffuse re-education program.
From the reproduction of the Statue of Liberty on its masthead
through its "In einer Demokratie" section,' which discussed
America and its institutions, American control of Free Word was
evident. Nevertheless, the paper was acceptable to most of the
POWs in Roswell, and without doubt played a useful role in providing information to the men in the camp and in serving as an
intellectual outlet for the pent-up energies of the men who worked
'on it. The other German-language newspaper available in the
New Mexico camps was Der Ruf (The Call), a nationally cir-
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culated newspaper intended for the POWs, which began publication in November 1944 in Fort' Philip Kearney, Rhode Island.
Der Ruf explicitly served the interests of America's re-education
efforts and was tightly controlled by the War Department and the
army officers who edited it. 90 The German POWs in New Mexico
reacted to it as did their compatriots elsewhere in the United
State. Some of them read it, but most ignored it, viewing it as an
indoctrination tool of the Americans. 91
Though circumstances within the New Mexico camps as
described above-housing, health care, food, recreational diversions, etc.-were clearly within the "tolerable" category, especially
when it is remembered that Roswell and Lordsburg were, after all,
prisoner of war camps, nevertheless there were attempts at escape.
Escape attempts were relatively rare, usually no more than one
every three or four months, and almost always involved no more
than three or four men. 92 Escape from the main camps was difficult,
for security measures were extensive and efficient. In addition to
the two tall fences which surrounded the camps with a "deadman's strip" of ten to fifteen feet between them, the perimeters
were dotted with towers continuously manned by guards armed
with machine guns. Searchlights covered the fences, and mounted
guards and sentinels on foot constantly patrolled. 93 Hence there
were few prisoners who attempted physical break out through the
camps' perimeters. However, various other ruses-holding onto the
bottom of delivery trucks, hiding in car trunks or even in the
camp garbage, and thereby escaping through the main gates-did
achieve success from time to time. 94 Escape from work details or the
work camps later established around the state was simpler and
there.fore much more common. In those circumstances prisoners
might simply hide in the fields where they worked and hope that
the guard would miss his count, or walk away from an inattentive
guard. They might also break through the chicken-wire fence
which surrounded the poorly guarded work camps, or, on occasion,
overpower the guard or guards assigned to watch them. 911
Sometimes the escape attempts ended in violence. Two POWs
were shot to death while trying to escape from Roswell, for ex-
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ample, and others were wounded. 96 In the state's most celebrated
escape case, an Artesia rancher shot and killed a Gennan escapee
from Roswell and wounded another when he caught them trying
to start his truck in the middle of the night,97 Other POWs were
wounded while resisting tecapture,98 but generally escapees submitted without struggle to the posses made up of army personnel,
local law officers, and private citizens who ran them to ground. 99
Though escape attempts were relatively infrequent and in no case
involved harm to property or citizens of the state other than some
car and clothing thefts designed to facilitate £light,lOO they worried
and angered some New Mexicans. For example, after four
escaped POWs had been rounded up and returned to thedetention camp at Fort Sumner by a local posse, the editor of the
Health City Sun reflected the hard line that some New Mexicans
took on the matter:
This gentle gazette is beginning to think that the posses of hardriding men who rounded up the four Nazi runaways from the
detention camp in Southern New Mexico have gone soft on us.
How come they brought these guys back to camp alive? If they
didn't want to waste ammunition on things like that, they could
have contrived some other method of exterminating them.. ' . .
In spite of the fact that these' Nazi enemies in Southern New
Mexico are treated with consideration, they are not satisfied. Some
of them are continually breaking out, and a posse has to round them
up again. If, perchance, the head guard should lean over the fence
someday and address his charges like this, we are pretty sure there
would be less trouble with runaways. "Listen, boys," he should say,
"You birds stay inside that fence, see! The first one who sticks his
blankety blank nose from between those wires, will get his blanket}>
blank kotokus shot off!" He wouldn't have. to shoot off many,
before the rest of them would stay put. 10l
.

Actually, though there were some "Nazis" who attempted
escape in hopes of getting back to Gennany to re-enter the fight,102
more commonly the escapees had other notions. Most acted out of
a sense of duty, or to get away from the sheer boredom of camp
routine, or for some other basically hannless reason-the desire for
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adventure, to cause inconvenience to the "Amis," or "just to see
the USA."103 Few of the escapees felt that it was even remotely
possible to get back to Germany. Most of them realized full well
where they were and understood the impracticality of fleeing their
camps. They could see the rough, inhospitable terrain which
surrounded them and they knew that the large cities that might
shelter them were long distances from New Mexico. Although the
Mexican border was enticingly close and some escapees did get
across it, Mexican authorities proved highly efficient and cooperative in rounding them up and returning them to the United
States. 104 Indeed, many escapees voluntarily surrendered themselves after a few tough days on the outside. A Swiss Legation
inspector who visited Lordsburg in 1944 reported on one such
case:
Two prisoners who recently escaped into Mexico sent word
through the police of Chihuahua that they wished to return. They
had found it most difficult to secure enough to eat, were tired of
sleeping in jails and other detention places, and were only too glad
when officers sent from Lordsburg arrived to accompany them to the
comfort of the prisoner of war camp at Lordsburg. 105

Most escapees lasted no longer than twenty-four hours on the
outside and none escaped permanently from the New Mexico
camps.l00 Escapes, then, caused more sensational newspaper
stories than damage to New Mexico or the war effort.
In the spring of 1943, the Army's POW operations took on an
important new dimension. War Department officials decided to
experiment with using the Axis paws as a labor force in areas of
acute labor shortage. 107 Growing manpower inadequacies, especially in agriculture, prompted the Army to revise its earlier policy of
simply confining the paws in internment camps. The Army began by using POW labor on military installations in road work
and in general maintenance chores, but soon experimented with
hiring olit paws as contract labor to private employers. After
security problems with the new policy proved negligible, the program was expanded until by 1945' more than 220,000 prisoners
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were working on military bases or in the private economy. During
1944 they performed work estimated at a value of $102,000,000. 108
Since New Mexico began to suffer acute labor shortages in late,
1942 and early 1943, it was involved in the work program from
the beginning. These shortages were especially apparent in the
agricultural sector of the state's economy, since so many young men
had been absorbed by the military or by the nation's rapidly expancl,ing wartime industrial establishment. Editorials in New Mexico
papers called for all patriotic citizens-elderly people, young ones,
women-to get out and work in the fields as their contribution to
the war effort. 109 Many high school y'ouths and, reservation Indians
were put to work in the state's fields. 110 Nevertheless, in the spr~ng
of 1943, some farmers still found it necessary to plow under their
unharvested crops when the new planting season rolled around. 1l1
In these circumstances New Mexico farmers and other employers responded rapidly when the Army announced on June 26,
1943, that POWs in the state would be available for contract
work, either in agriculture or other sectors of the economy. Within
two weeks POWs were performing Hood-control work for the city
of Roswell,112 and area farmers were discussing with the Roswell
camp commander the guidelines for the use of POWs as agriculturallabor. By the end of July over five hundred Germans were at
work on Pecos Valley farms,113 and camp officials were being
deluged with requests for POW labor from all over the state.
One of the most obvious barr~ers to widespread use of the POWs
as labor was the problem of distance. How, for example, could
Roswell or Lordsburg POWs help the farmers of Bernalillo County? The Army, insetting up the program, anticipated this difficulty
and quickly established ground rules for the construction of branch
camps around the state wherever the need for POW labor was
acute. 1l4 Thus, over the next three years; branch camps (also called
side, labor, or "Hl camps) were put up in almost all corners of
New Mexico. Usually located in abandoned CCC camps-though
also in school buildings, warehouses, armories, etc.-side camps
were eventually set up in Artesia, Dexter, Mayhill, Albuquerque,
Melrose, Clayton, Carlsbad, Portales, Santa Fe, Clovis, Las
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Cruces, Hatch, Fort Bayard, Deming, Anthony, and Alamogordo. l15 The Army operated on the premise that POWs should
be moved to where the work was, and side. camps opened and
closed according to local demand for labor. Most were relatively
small in size, ranging from the thirty to sixty man camp at the Hal
Bogle farm in Dexter to the four hundred to six hundred man
camp at Las Cruces}l6 Size depended upon the labor needs of
the area and the facilities available for holding the prisoners.
As demand for field hands rose, farmers were not slow in approaching the military authorities to request establishment of
branch camps in their areas. ll1 The Army required conformity
with three basic prerequisites before opening up a side camp:
formal certification by the county agent and the State War Manpower Commission that other labor was nonexistent; agreement
by the employers of the POWs to pay an hourly wage equal to
the prevailing minimum wage for free labor in the area; and the
availability of adequate facilities for housing the prisoner-Iaborers. 118 Some groups of farmers pledged to erect adequate facilities at their own cost if that would guarantee the labor they
needed. 119 Their pledges testified to the severity of the state's labor
problem. When the initial experimentation in New Mexico with
POW labor proved successful during the 1943 harvest season,
farmers began to make their plans for tapping the same labor pool in
succeeding seasons. During the harv.est season of 1944 more than
5,500 POWs were engaged in farm labor in the state/ 20 and the
State Supervisor of the War Manpower, Commission requested a
total of 7,280 for the 1 945 crop year. l21
The majority of POWs working in New Mexico were employed in agriculture. They tended the vegetable crops along
Penasco Creek in the vicinity of Mayhill; cleared fields and did
general cleanup work around Portales; worked the alfalfa fields
around Artesia; helped the farmers in the Rio Grande valley to
get their crops in; harvested the broomcorn in Curry and Union
counties; and chopped and picked cotton at many sites in southern
and eastern New Mexico, especially in the Mesilla Valley.122
Estimations of their value as agricultural labor varied con-
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. siderably. Some farmers hailed them as good workers who performed their tasks conscientiously and thoroughly.123 The governor of the state publicly praised their work in the Mesilla Valley
cotton harvest of 1943 as "a grand job."124 Others, however, were
more critical. Two Roswell-area farmers who used some one
hundred and fifty German POWs between them commented that
"they weren't really satisfactory labor, but were a whole lot better
than nothing."125 In the opinion of these farmers the German
P0\ys were "intelligent people" and "we got fond of some of
them," but "it took a big bunch to get anything done."126
The Axis farm laborers spent a majority of their man-hours in
the crop seasons of 1943-1945' in New Mexico's cotton fields. In
this kind of labor their value was especially questionable. As with
their compatriots, engaged, in similar work out of camps located
all over the South, they did not like the bending and· stooping
connected with tending and picking cotton. 127 A diary, entry of a
POW held at Artesia noted that he and his associates often
"wished all the cotton fields of the area to the devil," and characterized the work as "Schinderei" or drudgery.128 The Army even
prepared a special illustrated brochure for the German paws
titled "Wie man Baumwolle pBiicken muss" (How Cotton Must
be Picked),129 but they proved to be poor students of the subject.
A Carlsbad farmer charged that his POW-laborers averaged only
65 to ,70 pounds of cotton per day at picking time, while local
women and children got I 50 to 200 pounds. 130 His dissatisfaction
was shared by others.lSI The Army eventually was forced to look
into the complaints voiced by cotton farmers and sent an inspector
to Roswell where a test competition between POW cotton choppers and local free labor was held. In the competition, 10 civilian
laborers chopped 200 rows of cotton, while 14 POWs did 168. 132
The Army argued that the poor performance of the paws in the
cotton fields was the result of inadequate supervision by the
farmers using them,133 but did finally agree to allow payment of
lower wages for pow work in the cottoil fields until their productivity and efficiency increased. ls4
In evaluating the agricultural labor of their paws some farm-
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ers undoubtedly shared the conviction of the Colorado State
Chainnan of the Department of Agriculture War Board when he
noted that perhaps the POWs should simply be turned over to the
Russians: "I think the Russians will know how to get them to
work, for a lot of these German prisoners are just loafing on the
job."135 POW labor, however, could hardly be judged by the
standards appropriate to free labor. The Axis prisoners working in
New Mexico's fields not only lacked experience in farm labor in
many cases, but, more important, they possessed virtually no
incentive to attempt to reach high standards. Their earnings
amounted to no more than eighty cents a day in any case, and
their money was limited to canteen scrip. useful only in the purchase of a limited number of items in the camps. They were confined under guard when their work was done. They lacked the
support and sustenance of family life. Their future was uncertain.
Their incentive to work, then, was limited to one thing onlyavoidance of disciplinary punishment for failure to work diligently.136 Most New Mexico fanners understood these things and were
grateful for whatever work they got from their POW farm hands.
Certainly it is a matter of record that without them New Mexico
would have suffered substantial crop losses during the years 1943137
1945.
The Axis POWs were also employed at a large number of
miscellaneous tasks around the state. As noted earlier, they did
chores like working on the city of Roswell's Rood-control projects.
They helped in the construction of various kinds of buildings, such
as the Artesia Servicemen's Club. POWs repaired buildings and
planted shrubbery at the State Fairgrounds in Albuquerque. They
cleared the ditches of the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District in Bernalillo County. A few tended the greens and fairways
of the municipal golf course in Santa Fe. Some worked at the
Dexter Fish Hatchery under State Fish and Wildlife Service supervision. Others did general maintenance work at Bruns General
Hospital in Santa Fe. 138 More important,POWs worked in large
numbers on the state's various military installations, thereby
freeing ~merican service personnel for other work,13D Though it is
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difficult to estimate the total monetary value of the agricultural,
military base, and miscellaneous labor performed by POWs in
New Mexico, nationally the United States garnered an estimated
$230,000,000 from POW labor by the end of July 1945. 140
When the European war ended in May 1945, the shipment of
Axis POWs to the United States also stopped. In the fall, repatriation began-usuallYL not to Germany but to England or France:and the pace greatly increased in'the first months of 1946.141 Many
New Mexicans, especially the farmers who insisted that they still
were needed as labor, were sorry to see them gO.142 Both New
Mexico base camps and, of course, all the side camps were completely closed down by the beginning of February 1946.143 The
buildings at Lordsburg and Roswell were subsequently sold as
surplus property or taken over for use by American military families connected with the air base at Roswell. Some of the R6swell
camp buildings are still in use as married-student housing at Eastern New Mexico State University.
.
Thus a chapter in New Mexico's history closed quietly. It
might finally be observed that it is certain that a large number of
German POWs, "temporary" New Mexica~s; left the state with
not unpleasant memories of their experience here. A considerable
number of. them initiated correspondence with the New Mexicans
for whom they had worked. 144 Some wrote their former New
Mexico employers and offered to return to recommence their wartime labor if the employer could help in getting immigration
documents and in supplying transportation costS. 145 Others returned to New Mexico as tourists in the 1950'S and 1960's, and at
least a few did come back as permanent residents of the' state.146
The POW whose diary entry for his last day on American soil is
quoted below, may well be representative of many of those held
between 1942 and 1946 in the New Mexico camps:
Halt, pass auf, jetzt kommt Dein letzter Schritt auf amerikanischem
Boden. VieIleicht fur immer-vielleicht. 'Wie war es Fremdling, auf
meinem Boden?' 'Ach, weisst Du, es war schon und vielleicht werde
ich einmal merken, dass ich viel gelernt habe hier-und vielleicht
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werde ich einmal Heimweh bekommen nach Dir-vielleicht. Aber
weisst Du, jetzt fahre ich heim. Leb wohl und Danke schon-Leb
Wohl!147
Wait a minute hOw! You're getting ready to take your last step on
American soil. Perhaps for ever-perhaps. 'How was it, stranger, here
on my som' tOh, you know, it was nice and perhaps sometime I'll
remember that I learned a great deal here. Perhaps even I'll be
homesick for you-perhaps. But, you know, I'm getting ready to
travel home now. Stay well and thank you-stay well!
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REBUILDING THE PRESIDIQ OF SANTA FE,

1789~1791

MAX L. MOOllHEAD

T

particulars of the final reconstruction of, the ,edifice
which housed the presidial company of Santa Fe are of more
than antiquarian interest. When the presidio was rebuilt, where it
was situated, and what architectural design it attained are all of
some historical concern. Of even more importance are the problems
which ~ere encountered. Since many of these were typical of those
attending public works projects in colonial New Mexico, the subject involves significant political, economic, and'social history at the
provincial, regional, and even viceregal levels. For instance, it was
necessary to obtain superior, authorization and royal funds for the
project, to recruit an adequate labor force, to accommodate and
exploit the local custom with regard to paying wages, to keep expenditures within the approved budget, to suffer the losses and
delays occasioned by inclement weather, to reconcile official demands for stringent economies with rigid building specifications,
and consequently, to tolerate structural weakness in the completed
edifice. 1
By way of background, it should be pointed out that a presidio of
. sorts-that is, a formal military quadrangle-:-was in existence at ,
Santa Fe from the founding of the city in about 16 I ° until the ,
Pueblo Revolt of 168o, when the military force consisted only of
the colonists themselves. This early compound included such
casas reaZes as the Palace of the Governors, some barracks, a guardhouse, a military chapel, and, by 168o, a surrounding wall. At that
time the palace was flanked by two towers, at its southeast and
southwest corners. .aneof these may already have housed the
HE
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chapel; the other contained the jail and storehouse for gunpowder.
During the Pueblo Revolt several of these buildings were demolished by the Indians, who built their own fortifications on the town
plaza, but these latter additions were destroyed in tum shortly after
the Spanish reoccupation. The formal presidial company of Santa
Fe was created in 1693, and in 1715 the barracks were expanded to
accommodate its one hundred troops within the quadrangle. 2
During the next forty-five years the perimeter wall and other
structures seem to have largely deteriorated, for in 176o a visiting
bishop noted that "there is no fortress there, nor any formal
presidio building."3 In I 767 a plan of the city, drawn by an assistant to an inspecting military engineer, revealed only a partly
enclosed quadrangle-behind and extending to the west of the
governor's palace-with a new military· chapel on the opposite
(south) side of the town square. 4 Another description, written in or
shortly before 178o, indicated that there were barracks as well as
the governor's palace on the north side of the plaza.1i However, if
any housing for the troops still existed by that time, it was woefully
inadequate.
As early as May 26, 178o, Governor Juan Bautista de Anza had
seen fit to request authorization for an entirely new presidio, and to
finance the commencement of construction he had obtained
pledges amounting to 2, I 75 pesos from the officers and men of the
presidial company. The Governor had arranged to deduct the
pledged contributions from the company's retirement fund (fondo
de retenci6n), and in order to get the maximum amount of labor
for the money available, he planned to pay the workmen according
to New Mexican custom, in commodities purchased at wholesale
rates and marked up moderately for distribution, rather than in
cash. This procedure was approved by the Commandant General
in July of the same year, but with the requirements that the company's pledges be formalized in writing and that the payment of
wages in merchandise be made without injustice to the workmen. 6
Governor Anza's proposal for a new presidio was part and parcel of
his more comprehensive project, the consolidation of the scattered
houses of Santa Fe's citizenry into an orderly and more defensible

Reproduced from a photostat of the original in the British Museum. Courtesy of Eleanor B. Adams.
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pattern. However, this attempt at urban renewal met with such
opposition from the townsmen themselves that the entire plan was
tabled. 7
That part of the project which involved the erecting of a fonnal
presidio building was revived in November of 1787 by Governor
Fernando de la Concha, who considered the need for new barracks' particularly urgent. At tha~ time Santa Fe's presidial companynumbered one hundred and tWenty officers and men, but these
were living in their oWn hoines throughout the sprawling town~ At
least one soldier resided a full league .(two and a half miles) from
the Palace of the Governors; which served as company headquarters. U~der this'circumstance, Governor de la Concha deemed
it impossible to assemblet4e troops in less than two hours and
without the utmost confusion, even in an emergency. Even when
the scattered soldiers finally received his summons, they were often
disinclined to respond, for this meant leaving both home and
family. The Governor was especially concerned about this inconvenience because the existing peace treaties with fonnerly hostile
tribes were of only recent date and therefore fragile. With these
considerations in mind he now proposed the immediate construction of a fonnal military compound, centrally situated and housing
both the troops and their families. s
Commandant General Jacobo Ugarte y Loyola, the Governor's
superior, was sufficiently impressed by this argumentation to send
the proposal with his own endorsement to Mexico City, and there
the Viceroy short~y approved it in ,principle. 9 Although it was some
time before the project was fully funded, preparations for the commencement of construction got under way in the summer of 1788.
. Commandant General Ugarte had authorized de la Concha to
take advantage of the summer season by starting at once to cut
timbers and gather other materials, and by November of 1788 the
Governor had collected and stacked a large quantity of these
necessities. He, like his predecessor, had decided to pay the workmen in commodities instead of cash, and to this end he had commissioned Second Lieutenant Vicente Troncoso, the company's paymaster, to purchase foodstuffs within the province. Now, for the
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same purpose, he was asking Ugarte to have the private contractor
for the company's provisions tum over toLieutenant Troncoso any
surplus of goods which he might have at hand after his annual
deliveries. Finally, he asked the Commandant General to send a
master bricklayer,for there was none in New Mexico who could
serve in that capacity without constant supervision. 10
Actual construction was scheduled to begin in the spring of
1789, and although the Governor expected a number of workmen
to apply voluntarily, in order to be assured of an adequate force, he
resorted to the la:bor draft that was customary for public works. His
ci~cular order summoning workers reveals a good deal about offic!al
la~or policy in late colonial New Mexico. The district magistrates
(alcaldes mayores) and their deputies were required to draw up
lists of all the male settlers (vecinos) and captive Indians (genizaros) between the ages of fourteen and fifty who were not already employed that spring in the sowing of croplands and to send
them to Santa Fe within eight days~ The contlngent from each district was to present itself, together with the list of names and a
covering letter signed by the magistrate, to Lieutenant Manuel
Delgado, the. presidial commandant, so that he might compile a
general list of the available man power. Each list was to indicate
the number of men from the locality, the day on which they were
to report, and the wages which they were to be paid. Each worker
would be paid according to his own "industry and labor."11
The intent of the draft, according to the Governor, was to provide an adequate number of workmen without burdening the
farmers, to relieve the latter from having to support a large number
of idle retainers, and to provide the unemployed with the means to
support themselves and their families.. It·was recognized that some
farmers would be inclined to protect their hangers-on from the
labor draft by certifying that they were gainfully employed when
actually they were not. For such misrepresentation the offender
himself would be shackledand'forced to work in th~ place of the
person he had exempted. On the other hand, unemployed men
who volunteered their services would be so designated on the
official lists and were to be given preferential employment,12
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The Commandant General agreed with the Governor that the
workmen should be paid in essential commodities instead of cash.
This was the custom in New Mexico owing to the chronic shortage of merchandise there and the exorbitant prices at which it was
offered. Accordingly, de la Concha ordered consignments of goods
from Mexico City which were to be purchased at wholesale rates.
When delivered, these would be distributed to the workman at.a
slightly marked up value but still well below the retail prices which
were current in the province. Is One order was for 2,285 pesos
worth of merchandise, mostly ready-made clothing and cloth by
the bolt and piece. 14
As it worked out in practice, the laborers were hired for only part
of each year, usually the six months from May through October
when optimum working conditions existed. Furthermore, although
the commodities with which they were paid had been purchased in
silver pesos (each worth eight reales), they were distributed at a
rate computed in "pesos de la tierra," the traditional but purely
hypothetical "coin" of New Mexico, (each worth only three and
five-twelfths reales). It is not clear whether or not this computation
actually diminished the real wage, but it most certainly complicated
the bookkeeping. In silver coin, the legal tender of the entire realm,
the merchandise received· by the average worker each month
amounted to slightly over three pesos; and his food rations, to about
fourteen reales worth of corn (approximately one fanega or about
1.6 bushels) and almost seven reales (two "pesos de la tierra")
worth of garden produce. Thus, the total monthly compensation
for an average worker amounted to something less than six silver
pesos. From the amount of rations issued it appears that the number of workers employed each month of the working season varied
all the way from nineteen to ninety-two. 15
Apparently the workers were assembled at Santa Fe early in
April of 1789, as required by the Governor's summons, and-during
the same month about one hundred and twenty pesos were spent for
construction equipment-oxen, handbarrows, scoops, adobe molds,
mixing paddles, and axes. However, the first salaries were not paid
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until the following month, when seventy-three workmen were
compensated. More tools and construction material, including
straw for the adobe bricks, were purchased in May,16 but on the
eighth of that month a heavy late snow caused a serious interruption in the work. In July, however, de la Concha was able to report
considerable progress. One of the four exterior walls, or curtains,
of the presidio had been completed by that month, and so also had
been thirty-three housing units for the troops and their families
which lined its interior. In addition, about thirty thousand adobe
bricks had been manufactured and stacked to dry. The Governor
expected that a second side of the compound, and perhaps part of
a third, would be finished by the end of that summer and that the
entire edifice would be completed by the end of September of the
following year. 17 This latter expectation was overly optimistic.
During the summer and autumn of 1790 heavy rains not only
curtailed construction work but also dissolved about eighty thousand adobes which had been stacked for curing. This dashed all
hopes of completing the presidio during the year. By the close of
that work season, however, ninety of the projected one hundred
and fourteen barracks units had been finished, and the remaining
construction was expected to be complete by the middle of the
following summer. 18 At the beginning of the next season it was
estimated that the compound would be finished by the middle of
August of that year, but it was not actually completed until the
middle of October. 19 In all, the project had consumed sixteen and
a fraction months spread over three working seasons, from May of
1789 to October of 179 I.
It was not until the presidio was largely completed that the
project was fully funded, and both the Governor and the Commandant General had to scrounge to meet the growing expenses.
When first endorsing the project in January of 1788, Ugarte had
promised to issue 2,000 pesos immediately and thought another
1,000 pesos migh-t be enough to. cover the remainder of the cost.
However, de la Concha found that these amounts would not even
cover the manufacture of the adobe bricks. The extreme poverty of
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the province ruled out the possibility of a local assessment on the
citizenry, and so early in the same year he had appealed directly to
the Viceroy for additional funds. 2Q By June -of 1788 Ugarte had
committed himself to almost another 1,000 pesos, making approximately 4,000 pesos in all. from that quarter, but the personal
contributions which the officers and men of the Santa Fe company had made during the previous administration, now amounting to 2,500 pesos, were no longer available. That fund, de la
Concha confessed, was already overburdened by mortgages
amounting to 9,000 pesos. Therefore, for the time being, there
were only 4,000 pesos in sight, whereas the Governor's preliminary estimate of the entire cost had been 8,000 pesos. 21
According to de la Concha, this estimate was based on the most
expert opinion available in the province, including that of Lieutenant Delgado, who, before becoming commandant of the Santa Fe
company, had directed the construction of the Nueva Vizcaya
presidios of San Buenaventura and Carrizal and made an accounting of those expenses. Each of those presidios had been built to
house only seventy~four troops at the time and had cost between
14,000 and 15,000 pesos (although not all of this was borne by
the royal treasury)' Since the barracks at Santa Fe would have to
accommodate 120 men, Delgado did not consider the Governor's
estimate of 8,000 pesos at all excessive. 22
As a matter of fact, the Governor had found several ways to cut
expenses. A standard plan for new presidios was on file at Santa
Fe, together with the specific proposals of Governor Anza, and
Ugarte had urged de la Concha to employ them. However, the
Governor found that these called for an entirely new structure, at
a site which was then occupied by several private residences.
Since the purchases of these for demolition would cost at least
2,000 pesos, de la Concha decided to ignore the existing plans
and to build on the old site, where there were only three houses
to be condemned and where the Palace of the Governors could
be incorporated in the new compound. The existing military
chapel, lying just across the town square from the palace, could
likewise be salvaged. 23 The Commandant General approved these
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economies and also the Governor's preliminary estimate, subject to
the Viceroy's approval, but he admonished de la Concha to cut
other costs as closely as possible. 24
The Governor had already been watching the budget. In requesting the service of a competent master bricklayer, he had asked
Ugarte to send him one who had been condemned to forced labor,
for a convict served without salary. Then, in order to save the cost
of freightage on the goods being purchased for the workmen's
salaries, he had assigned twelve government pack mules to transport them from Chihuahua to Santa Fe. 25 Now, in the face o£
Ugarte's recent admonitions, de la Concha and Lieutenant Delgado were supervising the construction work very closely so as to
avoid the costly mistakes that would normally be expected of unskilled labor. Unfortunately, he had been unable to effect one
saving which Ugarte had suggested: compensating the owners of
the three houses on the building site with grants of vacant royal
lands. All of the latter had already been assigned by his predecessors. Therefore, he was having to pay the homeowners in cash. 26
As de la Concha had anticipated, the 3,995 pesos which Ugarte
had ~nally issued in January of 1789 were spent long before the
edifice was completed. In July of that year he had asked Ugarte
for another 3,000 pesos to cover the anticipated expenses for 1790,
and this was approved by both Ugarte and the Viceroy.27 However,
in July of the following year he required an additional 1,000 pesos
to complete the project. Instead of awaiting this appropriation and
thus allowing the work to drag on still longer, he immediately
borrowed that amount from the presidial company's retirement
fund and then filed a request .for reimbursement. Nine months
later he had still· not received the appropriation, but it finally
arrived, allOWing him to restore the company's fund, early in
1793.28 Meanwhile, in order to complete the presidio, the Governor and the four commissioned officers of the company had to raise
another 904 pesos by personal contribution. 29
The final accounting, sworn to on October 31, 1791, by the
Governor and the four officers, shows that the total expenses for
the construction had amounted to 9,214 pesos, 5 reales, and 8
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granos (the twelfth part of a rea!), which was more than 1,200
pesos over de la Concha's preliminary estimate. By far the greatest
cost was for labor, the salaries and rations amounting to 7,699
pesos, or almost 84 per cent of the total. The next largest items
were tools and equipment (just under 411 pesos); lumber, mud,
straw, iron, and other building materials (about 409 pesos); and
compensation to the owners of houses and land on the building
site (371 pesos).3Q
One of the most perplexing historical problems in respect to the
new presidio is ascertaining its physical appearance when completed. Although we have access to the standard building instructions for new presidios issued by one military engineer and a plan
of the newly completed edifice at .Santa Fe drawn by another,
neither of these is entirely reliable, as we shall see. There are also
a few general descriptions by travellers during the next few decades, but these do not agree with each other nor with the speCifications or the official representation of the completed project. To
compound the problem, nothing now remains of the presidio
except the pre-existent Palace of the Governors, and even this
venerable structure has undergone repeated face liftings.
A copy of what seems to have been the standard plan for a
frontier presidio was sent to Santa Fe in 178 I along with written
building instructions prepared by the military engineer at Arizpe.
Although the plan itself has disappeared, it is apparent that neither
it nor the accompanying instructions31 are of much more than
academic interest, for they were only casually followed. Yet, since
these were standard instructions and since Lieutenant Delgado,
who superintended the construction at Santa Fe, had previously
overseen the erection of the presidios of San Buenaventura and
Carrizal. under the same specifications, it might be supposed that
he was m,ore than slightly influenced by the official requirements.
He was certainly well aware of one new architectural feature.
After 1772 the exterior walls of new presidios were flanked at one
or more of the four angles by diamond-shaped bastions, whereas
.those of the earlier compounds were commanded by round
towers. 32
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According to the new specifications, both the foundations and
the walls were to be of stone masonry or an aggregate-and never
of mere adobe, which deteriorated rapidly from heavy rains. The
exterior wall (muralla) was to have a thickness of thirty~three
inches (one vara); the walls (paredes) supporting the flat roofs
were to be twenty-two inches (two thirds of a vara) thick; and
those serving merely as partitions, as little as eleven inches (one
third of a vara). The barracks, built onto the inner side of the
exterior wall, were to be fourteen feet (five varas) high, in general,
and a parapet of another four and a half feet was to be erected at
roof-top level around the entire compound. Each housing UIiit in
the barracks was to have an attached stable for the soldiers'
horses.33
.Governor de la Concha's reports indicate some serious departures
from the standard specifications. By inference (borne out later by
other evidence), the outer walls were built of adobe brick rather
than stone or aggregate,34 the governor's palace was employed as
part of the enclosure, and the chapel remained beyond the walls. 85
On the other hand, the reports do. inclicate that the compound was a
quadrangle and that the barracks lined the four exterior walls, or
curtains. 36 Of particular interest is the revelation that the barracks,
and therefore the entire compound, would be much larger than in
a standard frontier presidio. The 120-man company of Santa Fe
would, in itself, require an unusually extensive barracks, but as
the Governor explained, owing to its rather patrician personnel,
it was necessary to expand the size of even the individual living
quarters. Almost all of the members of the company belonged to
the town's more prominent families, many of them descendants of
New Mexico's original conquistadores. Being more accustomed
than ordinary frontier soldiers to comfortable homes, they would be
unlikely to reenlist when their terms expired if the new barracks
provided nothing beyond the usual spartan accommodations. And,
the Governor further explained, their only available replacements
would be genlzaros and "people of low quality and worse customs."Bi It is noteworthy that both the Commandant General and
the Viceroy, who had been urging economies at every turn, ac-
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cepted this additional expense. 38 Finally, we are informed from
the Governor's reports that the barracks were to house a total of
114 soldiers (and their families) and that each of these apartments was to be secured by a latch or lock(chapa).39
The general design of the presidio is most fully revealed in a
drawing executed by the military engineer at Chihuahua in December of 1791, two months after the edifice .was completed. U n~
fortunately, however, this plan was based on secondhand data,
having been drawn "in accordance with information which could
be acquired from its inhabitants."40 It shows an immense quadrangle, measuring approximately 1,000 feet (360 varas) from east
to west and 1,222 feet (440 varas) from north to south, exclusive
of the projecting angular bastion at the southeast comer. Rows of
barracks and attached stables formed three and a half sides on the
quadrangle with entrances to both the interior plaza and the
outside. There were thirty-three such units on the west, twenty-five
on the north, thirty on the east, and fifteen on the western half of
the south flank. On the eastern half of the south side, separated
from the barracks on that flank by the main entrance, and facing
the town square, were the guardhouse and, to its rear, the jail; the
governor's residence; a large storeroom; and the projecting bastion.
This complex, measuring (if drawn to scale) about 360 feet (130
varas), seems to have coincided approximately with the present
Palace of the Governors. At the southwest, northwest, and nprtheast angles of the entire compound were large square quarters
(about twice the size of those for the common soldiers and their
horses) designated for the three sergeants. Together with the soldiers' barracks, this would have provided housing for only 106 noncominissioned officers and men, which does not correspond to the
114 quarters indicated in the Governor's report of November 15,
1790, nor to the needs of the entire 12o-man company. However,
given the circumstances of the engineer's drawing, the discrepancy
is understandable. Within the great quadrangle, there are depicted
two lavatories with water conducted by a ditch running from east
to west, and immediately to the rear of the complex which embraced the governor's quarters was his personal garden or orchard
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(huerta). The drawing does not indicate a solid wall around the
compound.
Further information on the edifice comes from the report of a
governor written some nineteen years after the building was completed. 41 This reveals that there were indeed perimeter walls
(tapias or a muralla), for these were reported to have deteriorated
and to have been rebuilt in 18°9. It further reveals the debility of
the adobe construction. According to this report, the exterior wall
was only one adobe thick, that is, about eleven inches, whereas the
general specifications issued in 178 I called for a thickness of
thirty-three inches. As that governor put it, it was a muralla in
name only. Owing to its age and especially its flimsy construction,
it tended to crumble whenever it was cleaned or repaired. Nor did
the wall facing the interior plaza fare much better. As a result of
excessive rains in September and October of 18 10, it was sagging
out of plumb at eight different places, and about one hundred and
fifty feet of it needed to be rebuilt. The Governor had ordered the
corporal of the guard to inspect all of the walls, doorways, windows, gutters, and other elements of the barracks, but only makeshift repairs could be made at the time. The Governor had no intention of undertaking major reconstruction until the following
spring, for the cold winter rains made working conditions almost
intolerable and the proper curing of the adobes absolutely impossible.
Finally, our concept of the presidio's physical appearance is
sharpened somewhat (but also blurred) by the descriptions offered
by early Anglo-Americans in New Mexico. In 1807 Zebulon Pike
represented the structure as a "square of soldiers' houses" on the
north side of the town plaza, consisting of 120 or 140 housing
units on each side! He also noted that the compound was en-·
closed "and in some degree defended by round towers in the
angles which Hank the four curtains."42 Such towers, although
characteristic of the earlier presidios, did not ordinarily appear in
those erected after 1772. They are not indicated in the 179 I
drawing, but it is conceivable that they existed then as superstructures of the three sergeants' quarters and of the bastion in the
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fourth angle. In 182 I General Thomas James saw the structure as
a fort occupying an entire side of the town plaza with an outer
wall about eight feet high which enclosed about ten acres. (This
would indicate a smaller compound than t~at in the 179'1 drawing.) The entire structure was now in decay, and few -soldiers
were stationed in it. 43 Finally, a plan of the city which was drawn
in or about 1847 shows an extensive quasi-quadrangle enclosed
by a wall but with thirteen separate barracks buildings rather than
the continuous row shown in the 179 I drawing. The~e is no
indication of the bastion at the southeast angle and sergeants'
quarters at the other three (as indicated in the 1791 drawing) or
of the round towers (as observed by Pike in 1807). In fact, at the
southwest and northwest angles there are no structures other than
the wall itself. The complex extending from the main entrance to
the southeast angle, facing the entire length of the town square;
is called the Palace. 44
Some of the inconsistencies apparent in the foregoing descriptions may have been due to faulty observation or depiction. Most
of them, however, must have been the result of actual changes effected during the repairs and reconstruction that were obviously required from time to time. At any rate, it is clear from the records that
Santa Fe did have a formal presidio during the last three decades
of the Spanish period and the two and a half of the. Mexican
period, that is, from 1791 until at least 1846; that this was an unusually large compound; housing all but a few of the 120 officers
and men of the presidial company, their families, and their horses;
and that it embraced what is now the Palace of the Governors.
The dimensions indicated in the 1791 drawing (about 360 varas
from east to west and about 440 varas from south to north) would
have the quadrangle,extend approximately from present Washing-'
ton Avenue westward for three blocks, to Grant Avenue, and from
Palace Avenue as far north as'South Federal Place. 45 However,
the 1847 drawing shortens the width to two blocks, placing the
western flank more nearly at present Sheridan Avenue:
It is also clear that the presidio was not a particularly formidable
structure, for the adobe walls were caving in after only eighteen

PLAN OF SANTA F:4: AND ITS ENVIRONS.
NOTIII.-The Numbers. near the Encampments, show the regular order of the changes.
No. lis the only lnstance In which the regiment was altogether; being afterwards broken
up Into detachments, and sent oft Into d11!erent parts of New Mexico. No.2 shows the regiment decreased, &c. DIstance, from saJ1ent ang1e of Fort Marcy, to the Flag-staff, In the CllDtor of the Plaza. s1lt hundred and sixty-four yards.
.
."'"
The Flag-staft Is one hundred feet high; it was made and erected by the volunteers. Fort
Karcy mounts fourteen guns.- HVGBICIJ.
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years. Fortunately, however, the presidio of Santa Fe never had to
serve as' a fortress, but only as centralized housing for the troops.
After the forces of the United States effected their bloodless conquest of·the city, they built a new compound of their own, Fort
Marcy, which was of more effective design and strategic location,
on the heights to the. northeast. Thereafter, the edifice which had
been the presidio of Santa Fe succumbed rapidly to the elements
and, especially, to the ensuing demands of urban development.
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MASTIN'S ARIZONA GUARDS,C.S.A.

MARTIN HARDWICK HALL

L

early. part of 1861, Pinos Altos, New Mexico, was a
boisterous, booming mining town. At this time the southern parts
of the present states of Arizona and New Mexicowere commonly
called Arizona. Many miners hoped for separate territorial status
and espoused the cause of the recently created Confederate States,
feeling that the new government would extend protection against
the hostile Apache. With the arrival of Colonel John Robert
Baylor's Southern force at Fort Bliss, Texas, Captain Thomas J.
Mastin, a prOminent Pinos Altos citizen, organized a company
which was shortly mustered into Confederate service.
Mastin, the fourth of the nine children of Reuben Frasier and
Letitial Minerva (Browne) Mastin, was born in Aberdeen, Monroe County, Mississippi, on September 13, 1839.2 His father
cultivated mulberries (Morus multiculus) in Aberdeen, but in
September 1841 he sold his property3 and moved his family to
Pontotoc where he engaged in blacksmithing. When the news of
the California gold strike came, the elder Mastin bade his family
good-bye and, accompanied by his oldest son, John, set out for the
West in 1849. Although tragedy struck pear the Great Salt Lake
with the death of John from Asiatic cholera, Reuben continued on
to California. 4 When he was away, his father in South Carolina,
also named Reuben, deeded to his son's wife, Letitia Minerva,
one hundred and sixty acres of land in Pontotoc County, apparently to help make end's meet. 5 By September 19, 1850, Reuben
Frasier had returned to Mississippi, for on that date the census
taker recorded that he was residing in Pontotoc County with his
THE
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wife and seven children. He was listed as a blacksmith with real
estate valued at $ I ,000. He also. owned two slaves. Six of the
Mastin children, including eleven-year-old Thomas, had attended
school within the year. 6 The lure of California remained great, so
Reuben set out for the gold fields again. His family remained behind temporarily, but joined him in Quincy, Plumas County,
California in I 857. 7
Thomas apparently soon became disenchanted with the
Golden State, for in 1858 he settled in Gila City, 8 near presentday Yuma, Arizona, where he earned his living as an "attorney and
councellor at law." He quickly rose to prominence and was elected
a delegate from Gila City to the constitutional convention held in
Tucson, April 2-5, 1860. With the creation of the provisional
Territory of Arizona later that year, "Governor" Lewis Samuel
Owings appointed him district attorney for Castle Dome County.9
By August 15, 1860, however, Mastin was operating a mercantile
establishment in Pinos Altos, Dona Ana County, where gold had
been discovered that May, for the census of that date lists him as
an unmarried merchant with real estate valued at $2,000 and
personal property at $6,500.10 Mastin also continued his law
practice,l1 and, in December of 1860, he discovered a quartz lodethe Pacific mine-situated in a hill on the Continental Divide near
Pinos Altos. 12 In 186 I he became co-owner of a ranch with Thomas
Jefferson Helm. 13 His prominence and the esteem in which he was
held throughout the area were attested to by the title "colonel"
which was bestowed upon him by The Mesilla Times. 14 On
March 16, 186 I, Mastin, serving as a delegate from Pinos Altos to
"A Convention of the People of Arizona" held in Mesilla, voted to
secede from the Union and to apply to the Confederacy foradmission as a territory .15
Mastin enrolled "The Arizona Guards" in Pinos Altos on July
18, 1861/6 primarily to provide protection against hostile Indians.
Exactly one week after Colonel Baylor proclaimed the creation of
the Confederate Territory of Arizona on August 1/7 Mastin and
"The Arizona Guards" were mustered into Confederate service for
a term of twelve months at Fort Fillmore. 18 A contemporary Union-
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ist of the area left no doubt aboutthe captain's sentimentS when he
noted that "Thomas J.Mastin . . . [was] a young, bold, chivalrous, and talented, but mistaken, Mississippian, the friend and pet
ofJeff. Davis."19
''The Arizona Guards" engaged in numerous scouts and forays
against the Apache, even pursuing them into Mexico as far as Lake
Guzman. 20 On September 27, 1861, Mastin and a detachment of
fifteen men successfully repulsed an attack by 250 to 300 Apache
braves on Pinos Altos. 21 The captain, however, was wounded So
severely that he succumbed on October 7. The day following his
death a meeting of "The Arizona Guards" and citizens of Pinos
Altos was held in his honor. Among the resolutions passed by the
group were the following:
Resolved, That we deeply deplore the death of our esteemed Captain,
J. MASTIN. • . Resolved, That, in the death of Capt.
MASTIN, the ARIZONA GUARDS have lost a chivalrous and brave,
officer, and. the comm~mity an enterprising and invaluable citizen . . . Resolved, That; in testimony for the high regard in
which we· held our late Captain, we wear the usual badge of mourning, on the left arm, for thirty days.22
THOS.

Lieutenant Thomas Jefferson (Tom) Helm, Mastin's ranching
partner, was subsequently elected. company commander. Helm,
the youngest of the nine children of Benjamin and Lavina (Oliver)
Helm, was born in Tennessee about 1824. He moved with his
family several times, and apparently set out for the West after his
now-widowed mother had settled in Indiana. 23 The New Mexico
census of 1860 shows that Helm was an unmarried miner residing
in Pinos Altos. He owned no real estate at this time-at least, it is
not recorded in the census-but his personal estate was valued at
$200.

24

"The Arizona Guards" did not take part in General Henry
Hopkins Sibley's invasion of New Mexico in 1862, but remained
behind as part of the rear guard. Some of the men joined the de~
tachment which accompanied Colonel James Reily on his diplomatic mission to Sonora, Mexico. 25 Of the· sixty-one men on the
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following roll, three died, three transferred to other companies,
and two were killed by Indians, leaving fifty-three- effectives on the
eve of the invasion of New Mexico. The unit, upon reorganization
after Sibley's New Mexico campaign, comprised one of three companies of Colonel Philemon Thomas Herbert's Battalion, Arizona
Cavalry, and, as such, was one of the last Confederate contingents
to withdraw from Confederate Arizona and far West Texas. By the
time "The Arizona Guards" arrived in San Antonio, eleven men
had deserted, six had been discharged,26 four had transferred to
other companies, and one had died, leaving no more than thirtyone men fit for duty.27
In the following roster, an asterisk ('*') indicates. a soldier who
joined after the first muster roll of July 18, 1861, was drawn up. In
such instances, the place and date of enlistment follow the soldier's
namein parentheses. 28

Thomas J. Mastin, Captain, 23 (severely wounded in the armmain artery damaged-by Apaches at Pinos Altos September
27; died from wound October 7, I 86 I )
John W. (Jack) Swilling, First Lieutenant, 3 I (in Dona Ana
Hospital with febris intermittens, convalescent October 2023; indicted for murder December 1861, but apparently
charges were dropped; deserted from Fort Fillmore July 6,
1862)
Thomas Jefferson (Torn) Helm, Second Lieutenant, 37 (in Fort
Fillmore Hospital with bilious fever August 9-31; elected
captain October 3 I, 1861; reelected captain July I, 1862)
Joseph A. Ring, Brevet Second Lieutenant, 25
G. W. Linn, First Sergeant, 33 (treated at Dona Ana Hospital for
hemorrhoids October 20-22, 186 I )
G. S. Carter, Second Sergeant, 40 (promoted first sergeant prior
to December 31, 186 I; in £1 Paso Hospital with diarrhea,
convalescent July 9-13,1862)
John M. Smith, Third Sergeant, 23 (elected first lieutenant July
I, 1862; deserted and killed by Indians at Apache Pass)
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Henry Clay (Hank) Smith, Fourth Sergeant, 27 (deserted with
one Minie musket from Mesilla July 4,1862)
Henry Holmes, First Corporal, 36 (in Dona Ana Hospital with
febris intermittens quaternary October 13-18; elected second
sergeant by October 3 I; . transferred to Captain Sherod
Hunter's company December 31,1861)
1. Seth Riggs, Second Corporal, 28 (transferred to 'The Ariwna
Rangers" November 4, 186 I)
J. J. Jackson, Third Corporal, 30 (elected second lieutenant October 3 I, 186 I; died at Mesilla June 8, 1862)
Thomas Buchanan, Fourth Corporal, '27 or 21 (elected first
corporal prior to December 3 I, 1861; deserted from Mesilla
July 6, 1862, with one Minie musket; killed by Indians at
Apache Pass)
PRIVATES:

*Allen, H. D. [or NelsonL 23 (Pinos Altos, September 30, 1861;
deserted from Mesilla July 6, 1862, with one Minie musket)
*Anderson, C. P., 40 (Dona Ana, November I, 1861; medically
discharged by February 28, 1862)
Bowers, Joseph, 21 (charged with murder June I, 1862; but apparently charges were dropped; transferred to "The Arizona
Rangers" July I, 1862)
Boyle, William, 26 (transferred to "The Ariwna Rangers" August
30, 1861)
*Brown,E. R., 27 (Pinos Altos, August 17, 1861; discharged at
Fort Fillmore by order of War Department July 7, 1862)
*Brown, J. H., 40 (Pinos Altos, September 28, 1861; either E. R.
or J. H. in Dona Ana Hospital with ophthalmia January I-I I,
1862)
Bryant, John, 32
*Burnett, Charles, 38 (Pinos Altos, September 28,1861)
Burnett, Martin, 35 (in Dona. Ana Hospital with febris intermittens quaternary and pneumonia October 8-23; died from sickness December 18, 186 I )
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"'Campbell, Henry, 21 (Pinos Altos, August 17, 1861)
B., 37 (Pinos Altos, August 17, 1861; killed in fight
with Apache at Pinos Altos September 27, 1861)
Crow, James, i I (horse killed in action JulY2, 1862)
Crow, William, 45 (died from sickness on the Mimbres River
September 28, 186 I )
Eaton, Edward, 25
Estabrook, M., 40 (appointed assistant· surgeon by November
1861)
"'Farrell, Thomas, 30 (Mimbres, August 27; in Dona Ana Hospital with vulnus sclopeticum and febris intermittens October
13-23, 186 I; transferred to Captain Sherod Hunter's company
at Tucson March I, I 862)
Graham [Grayham], N., 25 (treated at Dona Ana Hospital for
febris intermittens tertiana October 13-18; promoted fourth
corporal November I, 1861)
"'Ham, James, 39 (Mimbres, September 30,1861)
"'Hastings, James, 36 (Tucson, March I; discharged at Fort Fillmore by order of War Department July 7,1862)
"'Hettich, A. P., 42 (Dona Ana, November 1,1861)
Hobson, William, 30 (promoted second corporal November 4,
1861; elected second lieutenant JulY·l, 1862)
"'Holt, Joseph W., 36 (Pinos Altos, August 17, 1861; discharged
at Fort Fillmore by order of War Department July 7, 1862)
Houston, J. W., 29
Kidd, Thomas, 25 (treated at Dona Ana Hospital for constipatio
and febris intermittens, convalescent October 14-21, 1861)
"'Kirker, Joseph, 24 (Pinos Altos, August 27, 1861; discharged at
Mesilla by order of Colonel William Steele July I, 1862)
"'"Kirker, Robert, 19 (transferred from "The Arizona Rangers"
November 4,1861; discharged at Mesilla by order of Colonel
William Steele July I, 1862)
"'"Kittson, Andrew, 26 (Pinos Altos, September 28, 186 I; deserted
with one Minie musket from Mesilla July 7, 1862)
"'Malone, James, 30 (Mimbres, August 27; in Dona Ana Hospital
with febris intermittens tertiana October 13-18; 20-23, 186 I )

*Corwin, J.
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*Marcey [or Marcy]' E. c., 24 (Mimbres, August 27, 1861 ;
deserted with one Minie musket from Mesilla July 7, 1862)
*Martin, Fritz, 30 (Mimbres, August 27; in Dona Ana Hospital
with febris intermittens ter#ana October" 13-23, 1861; deserted from Fort Fillmore July 7, 1862)
""Maurrai [or Maurer]' Joseph, 33 (Pinos Altos, August 17; treated
at Dona Ana Hospital for gonorrhea and syphilis October
15- I 9, 186 I )
*McAlpine, Thomas, 24 (Mimbres, August 27; in Dona Ana Hospital with febris intermittens tertiana and vulnus sclopeticum
October 13-23, 1861; transferred to Captain Sherod Hunter's
company at Tucson March 1,1862)
*McCall, James, 25 (Mesilla, May 1,1862)
""McDermott, James, 25 (Mesilla, May 1,1862)
*Miller, Henry, 30 (Mimbres, September 30; appointed musician;
returned to ranks by November 186 I )
Pitcock, Maton, 28 (died at Pinos Altos January I, 1862)
Porter, Z. M., 39 (elected brevet second lieutenant July 1~ 1862)
Roy, William'D., 25
.
.
*Sanders, John, 39 (Pinos Altos, September 28, 1861)
Scott, William Fisher, 25 (deserted with one Minie musket from
Fort Fillmore July 7, 1862)
*Sharp, N., 45 (Mimbres, August 27, 1861)
*Smith, Isaac, 39 (Pinos Altos, August 17, 1861; either Isaac or
William in Dona Ana Hospital with debilitos January 1-4',
1862)
"'Smith, William, 40 (Pinos Altos, August 17, 1861; promoted
second sergeant January I; deserted with Minie musket from
Fort Fillmore July 6, 1862)
Spriggs, John, 37
Stark, Conrad, 23 (treated at Dona Ana Hospital for febris intermittens quaternary October 14-18, 1861; deserted from Fort
Fillmore July 7, 1862 and killed by Indians at Apache Pass)
*Stein, Charles, 38 (Mimbres, September 30, 1861)
*Whaling, Peter, 32 (Pinos Altos, February I, 1862)
Wisdom, David, 22 (promoted third corporal November I, 186 I;
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transferred to Captain Sherod Hunter's company at Tucson
March 1,1862)
"'"Zimmer, Eugen, 28 (Mimbres, August 27, 186 I; deserted with
Minie musket from Mesilla July I, 1862)
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NEW ETHNIC LITERATURE: A REVIEW ESSAY
RALPH H. VIGIL

EXTREMES of thought regarding race, nationality, and ethnicity
have ranged from the view of St. Augustine regarding mankind to
that of nineteenth-century thinkers like Samuel G. Morton. St.
Augustine, although born a non-Aryan Berber, became a Godintoxicated Christian who believed that God derived all men from
one man for the purpose of giving"unity to the human race by .the
likeness of nature" and "to bind mankind by the bond of peace,
through blood relationship, into one harmonious whole." In short,
"What is true for a Christian beyond the shadow of a doubt is that
every real man, that is, every mortal animal that is rational, however unusual to us may be the shape of his body, or the color of his
skin, or the way he walks, or the sound of his voice, and whatever
the strength, portion or quality of his natural endowments is descended from the single first-created man."l Enlightenment thought
largely dispensed with God in explaining the varieties of mankind,
but, as Oscar Handlin observed in Race and Nationality in American Life,2 the essential brotherhood and common attributes of man
were recognized by most Americans on the eve of the Revolution,
and "Whatever· differences distinguished types of men in the
present, therefore, were the products of historical development
rather than of characteristics inherent to them." Moreover, because
John Locke's Essay Concerning Human Understanding had be'
come the psychological gospel of the eighteenth century and demonstrated that the mind of man owed everything to environment,
it was assumed that "repetition of identical impressions from a
common ~nvironment in time produced the national. characteristics
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of a people." Building upon Locke and other thinkers, eighteenthcentury "Philosophers" looked for what Carl L. Beckers has called
"man in general" and what David Hume termed "the constant and
universal principles of human nature." Which means, of course,
that theage of Voltaire and that of St. Augustine were in matters
of faith regarding the nature of mankind more or less in agreement.
In the nineteenth century the assumption of the oneness of
human nature and the idea that "all humans were ultimately
descendants of the same pair of ancestors" sharing common attributes was challenged by individuals like Samuel G. Morton who
claimed that "the human race is descended from several or many
original pairs." Although this theory about differences among the
"races" was not widely accepted, "social scientists" of the nineteenth century, as Carlton J. H. Hayes4 has observed, planted the
seeds of totalitarian nationalism by fitting men into races "according to their behavior." They were aided in their task by anatomists
and anthropologists who "devoted themselves with scientific fervor
to measuring physiological differences among men in respect of
stature, shape of skull, color of hair, eyes, and complexion, and
deducing therefrom different races (with correspondingly different
qualities)."
Ideas of "race" and racialism" have been replaced by ideas of
"ethnicity" and "racism," but the current trend in ethnic studies is
no more and no less than an inheritance from the nineteenth-century obsession with racialism and the nationalizing of minorities. In
our day "racial traits" usually go by the name of "cultural traits" or
"nationalistic traits," but whatever terms one uses, the conviction
that ethnic groups are more different than alike in their manner of
thinking and acting remains with us. However, the current interest
in ethnics and ethnicity differs from the older history. The earlier
writings were largely concerned with European and Asian immigrant groups, and less with American· minorities such as
Mexican-Americans, and it was either feared that "the melting
pot" process would make for "the passing of the great race" or it
was hoped that the immigrants would soon become truly "American" and "be like us." Present-day literature about minorities in
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America largely ignores the desirability or the question of assimilationand in many instances implies, infers, or boldly states
that the common culture of the "regular majority" is "all too
common" and that the process of assimilation is the road to godlessness or worse. In sum, ethnic literature of today more often
than not emphasizes the "positive" qualities of ethnic identity and
stresses that "cultural pluralism" rather than "cultural unity" is
the basis for democracy in America. While there is much of value
in this point of view, one often wonders whether in some instances advocates of a multiracial, multiethnic society are not
really making an argument for "separate but equal" facilities, or
the Balkanization of America. Ethnic or cultural "nationalism"
may be only a phase in the new ethnic literature, and the books
reviewed in this essay seem to indicate that in time the new ethnic
literature will become a chapter in an integrated American history,
capable of creating nostalgia in another generation in the remembrance of things -past. After all; it is just when a particular form of
social life is almost deadthat it most appeals to us.

J.

Foreigners In Their Native Land* is an
anthology of over sixty selections which deals with the pretwentieth-century Mexican-American experience in the Southwest, beginning with the appointment of Juan de Onate as
adelantado of New Mexico. In addition to the selections, which
range chronologically from 1595 to 1912 but are in the majority
nineteenth-century accounts, Weber's essays and the foreword by
Ramon Eduardo Ruiz provide in large part an excellent perspective
of Mexican-American history~
.
Weber, on the one hand, provides what is lacking in most of the
literature written about Mexican-Americans in the Southwest:
"the obvious and important identity producing links between [this
population] and the land they live on."11 The anthology also
"Foreigners in their Native Land. Historical Roots of the Mexican Americans.
. Edited by David J. Weber. Albuquerque: The University of New Mexico Press,
DAVID

WEBER'S

1973. Pp. xiv, 2.88. Illus., notes, index. Cloth $12..00, Paper $4.95.
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demonstrates that Mexicans not only crossed a river in the twentieth century but that the river crossed them in 1848. Also, the argument in the introduction that Mexican-American history is not
synonomous with either Mexican history or Indian history and that
the Southwest is not "the heart of Azthin" is a good one.
On the other hand, Weber does not deal with what Arthur M.
Corwin calls the biggest non sequitur of all, inherited from Carey
McWilliams' North from Mexico: "namely, that the historical
heritage of the massive La Eaza or Chicano migration that flowed
in from twentieth-century Mexico is somehow the direct lineal
descendant of the historical experience of Hispanos, T ejanos, and
Califomios settled in small, isolated, enclaves on the distant rim of
the Spanish empire."6 Moreover, various statements and selections
in the book, if accepted literally, tend to make the Mexican-American experience and ancestry less Iberian (European) than it was.
Not only does the Mexican-American ancestry reside "in the
diverse aboriginal population of Mexico" and in the mixture of
Mexicans with Southwest Indians Cp. 5) but it· resides in the
Spanish overseas migration and settlement, and "to it we owe the
origin of our laws and of our existence, and through it came to our
soil that part of European civilization which managed to sift
through other preoccupations."'i' Statements that persons leading
Spanish exploring and colonizing expeditions "were usually persons born in Spain of pure Spanish blood" (p. 12, italics mine; see
also p. 18) are unfortunate, for they clash with historical reality.
Spaniards who came to the New World were members of a European linguistic group but were not ethnically homogeneous.
Genetically and culturally the aboriginal tribes of Spain over the
centuries absorbed Celts, Phoenicians, Greeks, Carthaginians,
Romans, Visigoths, Jews, Arabs, Berbers, Gypsies, and medieval
slaves, including Slavs and Negroes. In fact, there are probably as
many Negro genes in the population of Spain today as there are
Gothic genes. The population of the Goths never exceeded more
than 100,000 people, and the Negro population of Spain has
been estimated as numbering at least loo,oooin the early sixteenth
century. Both Goths and Negroes were absorbed into the Spanish
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population and did not change somatic composition of the majority of the Spaniards to any great extent. Moslems and Jews did
have a great influence in the Peninsula and were part of those
Spaniards described in the early sixteenth century as dark-skinned,
short, haughty people inclined to war, dissimulation, and the eating of Guinea pepper with their food. s In short, Spaniards had
experienced ethnic and "racial" mestizaje before their arrival in
America, but Weber's book does not indicate this. 9
It would also have been appropriate to have balanced the selection entitled "Mestizaje, The First Census of Los Angeles, 1781"
(pp. 33-35) with a census of inhabitants of the Southwest in the
period prior to Mexican and American rule. Why not have included the census of "the first inhabitants of the Villa of San
Fernando (Say Antoni<;» or the autos for passing muster to be
found in C. W. Hackett and C. C. Shelby, Revolt of the Pueblo
Indians of New Mexico and Otermin's Attempted Reconquest,
1680-1682(10 Also, Weber (following Jack D. Forbes) makes the
point that at least one-fifth of the Californios in 1790 were part
Negro Cp. 18), thus truly Mexican Cp. 33). It is also observed
that some of California's most illustrious "Spanish" pioneers had
Negro ancestry, including Pio Pico, the last Mexican governor of
California~ Does this mean that the 8,000 "rationals" or gente de
Tazon mentioned by Leonard Pitt in The Decline of the Californiosl l as comprising the inhabitants of the coastline of California
"in 1826 were also one-fifth Negro? In other words, were the
Echeandias, Castros, Vallejos, Alvarados, Carrillos, Bandinis,
Arguellos, Lugos, Sepulvedas, Guerras, del Valles, Coronels/2
Ybarras, and others also partly of Negro ancestry? More important,
does this also mean that one-fifth of the Southwest population in
1790 was part Negro? This reviewer, for one, thinks that.one of
the books cited by Weber in his anthology, Conzalo Aguirre
Beltran's La poblaci6n negra de Mexico, 1519-1810/3 needs to be
thoroughly analyzed in its statements and sources, but even he
balances out the 183 mulattoes he lists for California in 1793 by
observing that there were none in New Mexico. It should also be
noted that Alexander von Humboldt in the same period was of the
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opinion that few Negroes had entered Mexico, and that the
mestizos probably made up seven-eights of the totality of the
castes. In addition, Weber might have observed that miscegenation
was not confined to the Spanish or. Mexican Southwest. "Miscegenation," as Winthrop Jordan has declared in his monumental
work White over Black,14 "was extensive in all the English colonies," and in spite of the rigid barriers between whites and
blacks, or because of it, "there developed the silent mechanism of
'passing.''' An example that Jordan gives of "passing" is the Gibson
family in South Carolina who became fair complexioned and were
accepted as whites. Jordan remarks that "Gideon Gibson's success
in hurdling the barrier was exceptional," but also observes that
"there is no way of telling how many other persons were effectively
transformed into white men." Still, the process did occur and continues in America, as it did in Spain and Mexico and elsewhere.
As Herbert Eugene Bolton noted in The Epic of Greater America,15 "Europeans who came without their women married native
girls. Half-breeds were numerous in Hispanic and French America,
and squaw men were the rule on all French, Dutch, and English
frontiers. In the Chickasaw nation in 1792 a fourth of the one
thousand heads of Indian families were white men, mainly English. Today French, English, and Scotch 'breeds' are numerous in
Manitoba, Labrador, and northern California, and dark-cheeked oil
queens are popular with white men in Oklahoma." Also, Kit
Carson, Charles Bent, and scores of other Anglo-Americans (including Jim Bowie) married and continue to marry into Mexican
and Mexican-American families.
One might also differ with Weber on several points, one being
the idea that "Most New Mexicans seemed determined to resist
their conquerors" in late 1846 Cp. 97). Also, Weber presents no
evidence that Padre Antonio Jose Martinez had any part in organizing an abortive attempt to rid New Mexico of its conquerors or
that he had any part in the Taos rebellion Cp. 98).
Apart from the "race" question, Weber's anthology, used with
other volumes, will prove useful in the teaching of MexicanAmerican and borderlands history. It "represents a bold effort to
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develop systematically the documentary sources for Mexican
American history" and Weber has an excellent understanding of
the Southwest. Further, his choices, as Ramon Ruiz remarks, "reveal a refreshing sympathy for the Spaniards and Mexicans and
their conquered descendants."

CHICANO, THE EVOLUTION OF A PEOPLE'*' consists of fifty-bne
selections. The anthology begins with the heritage of the Southwest to be found in chapter VIII of Carey McWilliams' North
frtrrn Mexico 16 and ends with the testimony furnished by Professor Ralph Guzman to the Inter-Agency Committee on Mexican
American Affairs in 1967 Cpp. 456-61). The work, as the editors
observe, is not definitive but their selections demonstrate historical
continuity and perspective, and this is evident in their first and last
choices. McWilliams in this chapter of his book, published in 1949
for "The Peoples of America" series, succinctly describes how "the
underpinnings of the economy" in the Southwest "are of Spanish
origin" and how "Anglo-Americans in the Southwest have been
t~e beneficiaries of three hundred years of experimentation,
adaptation, and innovation." In 1967 Guzman discussed ethics
in federally subsidized research and charged that too many scholars
had used government grants only to reinforce the negative stereotypes of Mexican-Americans held by the larger society. Not only
has the perpetuation of popular stereotypes created misunderstanding, but it "contributes to a disposition for un~ealistic and irrelevant
group goals. For example, the demand of some leaders, supported
by some scholars, that the community must maintain a high degree
of cultural solidarity and yet still be accorded the benefits of the
afHuent society is obviously impractical and an interference with
a basic personal liberty. The Negroes wisely never accepted the
idea of separate but equal. After almost sixty years the Supreme
Court rejected the idea that separate faCilities could ever be made
"Chicano: The Evolution of a People. By Renato Rosaldo, Robert A. Calvert, Gustav
L." Seligmann. Minneapolis, Minn.: Winston Press, 1973. Pp. Xiv, 461. Illus.
No price.
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equal. It should not take another sixty years to realize that separate cultural communities cannot be made equal either."
Other noteworthy and readable selections in this anthology are
those by Arthur Campa, Octavio Paz, George I. Sanchez, and
Fernando Pefialosa. Professors familiar with these writers will
readily recognize the value of their essays in classroom discussions
seeking to define the Mexican-American, when he appeared on the
American scene, and "the extremes at which the Mexican can
arrive" as well as his varieties. In addition, . this anthology also
includes statements by those who have proclaimed the rebirth of
Aztlan and Chicano nationalism, and these selections make for an
understanding of what another ~riter once and in a different context called "La Fuerza de la Sangre."17
The one real fault of the collection is that it lacks an adequate
introduction, and the notes introducing each selection do not indicate different or similar points of view expressed by other authors.
In addition, the footnotes of the selections chosen have been omitted in some instances. Thus the reader, unless he is familiar with
other literature, does not know what to make of statements like that
of Richard 1. Nostrand (pp. 23-35) who claims that HispanoAmericans have a fatalistic philosophy. "One's fortune is predestined by God, he believes,·and rather than try to overcome misfortune and control one:s fate, one accepts it. Consistent with the
theme of fatalism, Heller noted, is a lack of emphasis on achieving
or 'making good' in Anglo-American terms." Let us assume (which
is not the same as proving) that the Hispanic-Americans of the
Southwest have a fatalistic philosophy and that it is derived from
the belief that God has predestined one to his particular r6le in
life. Then how do we explain the r6le of predestination in Calvinism and its influence in the development of capitalism in Holland
and England?18 In short, why does the belief in predestination give
rise to a fatalistic philosophy and yet affect social· and economic
life in a different fashion in the Anglo and Hispanic' worlds? In the
same fashion, the unwary reader would tend to accept Clark S.
Knowlton's thesis regarding the patr6n-pe6nr6le and structure
in the rural social organization of the Spanish-American people
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of northern New Mexico and southern Colorado (pp. 232-37),
riot knowing that a reading of the original article in Social Forces 19
reveals that Knowlton used a limited number of secondary sources
that do not prove his statement that a major element in the Spanish-American rural social organization wasthe patr6n-pe6n pattern.
It is this reviewer's opinion that if a type of patr6n system developed in New Mexico, it probably was nota inajor element until
the nineteenth century and had little in common with the patr6npe6n system of northern Mexico. 20

CHICANOS AND NA':~'IVE AMERICANS* consist~ of fifteen seiectio~s.
T e~ of the readings fall under the heading of Political Input;s, or
the values, attitudes, and political behavior of Chicanos and Native
Americans. Five selections deal with Political Outputs, or the
response of the system to' Chicanos and 'Native Anier.icans., The
editors state that there is "neither an attempt to discllss historical
issues nor to cite again the depressing economic and educational
statistics that describe these people" (p. 6).' Historical perspective
is singularly lacking in the book (ahd this is one of its weaknesses)
but there is an abundance of statistics in ,one article dealing with
the implications of research by the ~ivil Rights Commission (pp.
161-72). This reading, authored by Susan Navarro Uranga, deals,
in' part, with the degree of ethnic isolation of Mexican-Americans
in the public elementary and secondary schools of the Southwest.
The Civil Rights Commission; after analysis of data from the fall
1968 HEW Title IV Survey, found that the 1.4 million MexicanAmerican public school pupils are"severely isolated by districts and
schools within individual districts." In addition, "Mexican-American staff and school board members are found in p~edomiriantly
Mexican-American schools or districts" and "for the most part
[Mexican-Americans] are underrepresented on school and district
pr()fessional staffs and on boards of education." Further, Mexicari"C~icanos and Native Americans:' The Territorial Minorities. Edited by Rudolph
de la Garza, Z. Anthony Kruszewski, Tomas A. Arciniega. Englewood Cliffs, New
Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1973. Pp. xiv, 205. No price.
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American pupils do' not compare favorably in achievement or
educational outcomes' with regular majority students. Although
the article does not specifically draw conclusions' from the· degree
of ethnic isolation it describes, it seems apparent that part of the
reason for the failure of school people to teach Mexican-American children as well as regular majority students has to do with
de facto segregated schools. Segregated and inferior schools are
related, of course, to the fact that the Mexican immigrants were
latecomers recruited for particular jobs and "the' immigrant had
few chances to learn Anglo~American ways by example or imitation."21 The pattern of employment dictated type and location of
residence, and in this fashion segregated areas of residence resulted in segregated schools and "limited opportunities for acculturation."22 Uranga does observe that low school achievement of
Chicano students has to do in part with "the exclusion of the
language, culture, and community of the Chicano from the public
schools of the Southwest." This observation ignores how Jim Crowism or the segregation of "Mexican" children in the public schools
"has served to blind people . . . to the fact that they have used
'language handicap' and 'bilingualism' to justify 'racial' discrimination and their failure to do the kind of teaching job with these
children that the American school has done with hundreds of
thousands of other children who were similarly situated."23
Other articles in the book cover subjects ranging from American
Indian values to political coalitions among ethnic groups in the
Southwest. The articles are of uneven quality and range from excellent to poor.' Also, the editors are mistaken in at least two instances. It is stated, for example, that the Chicano movement "began much as had the Black movement in the 1950'S" Cp. 2). The
Chicano movement, as Joan Moore and Alfredo Cuellar have
pointed out, "developed in southern California no earlier than
1966."24 The editors also state that "Native Americans and Chicanos are this nation's only territorial minorities" Cp. 5). Had historical issues been discussed, they might have noted that Puerto
Rico, Guam, the Philippines, and the Hawaiian Islands were in-
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eluded in the American course of empire and the inhabitants of
these areas were nineteenth-century "territorial minorities."
On the whole, this book is limited in scope and many of the
articles (especially those dealing with Indians) tell us very little
not already known or assumed. An example is Herbert Hirsch's
paper which deals with academic myth-making and racial stereotypes (pp. 10-22). Hirsch cites Carey McWilliams, among others,
to prove that from the exploration of the Southwest to the present,
"Chicanos have attempted to throw off the Anglo yoke of oppression." First, the "Anglo yoke" did not manifest itself until the
1840's, some years after Onate's first settlement in 1598. Second,
a large number of Mexican-Americans still do not wish to be called
"Chicanos."25 Third, McWilliams himself has noted that Mexican
"immigrants were at first pleased with the new opportunities which
they found in the border states." It was only when they realized
"that the occupations assigned them and the conditions under
which they worked were regarded by American urban labor as
undesirable and substandard" that they manifested "signs of restiveness."26 Finally, Hirsch never once cites Cecil Robinson's exhaustive studl1 on the series of stereotyped "images" of Mexicans
and Mexican-Americans to be found in American literature.

civil rights movement, in addition to spawning Black
nationalism, has also had a great influence, at least rhetorically, on
the Chicano and American Indian movements of recent years.
More recently, cries of "black power," "red power," and "brown
power" have given rise tci fears on the part of the "regular majority" and also created ethnic self-consciousness on the part of Poles,
Italians, Greeks, Slavs, and other descendants of the turn-of-thecentury immigrants. In sum, "tribalism" based on social and economic insecurity has manifested itself among those who feel they
have most to lose from welfare programs, "block busters" and the
"destruction" of the. neighborhood, violence in the cities, and
bussing. As Andrew M. Greeley has commented in Why Can't
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They Be Like Us?, America's White Ethnic Groups,28 "The failure of the liberal elites to understand, much less to have compassion for this reaction, is the greatest single proof of their tendency
to snobbishness with regard to white ethnics." Father Greeley does
not claim that white ethnics are justified in feeling threatened by
the arrival of other social groups in their neighborhoods, but he
does note that they do not feel guilty or responsible over the plight
of Negroes and other minorities. White ethnics argue with some
justi£cation that they did not create the plight of the Negroes in
America and also point out that "No one ever worried about the
Polish poor or the Irish poor, and no one seems to worry very much
now about the residual poverty groups in both these populations."29
Father Greeley's objective and compassionate work on diversity
in American society has influenced Michael Novak's Rise of the
Unmeltahle Ethnics. >I- Both authors are Catholic and each is concerned with white ethnic groups other than the Anglo-Saxon
(WASP, British-American) and Nordic groups in the United
States. But where Greeley has succeeded in making his point,
Novak either fails or confuses more than he clarifies. Novak's book
is subjective, personal, readable, interesting, and unscholarly, and
he tells us very little about the people he chose to call "unmeltabIes." In short, Novak seems to know more about an imagined
Ethnic Democratic Party than he does about the ethnics he mentions in his book. He also knows very little about minority groups
in the United States. All Mexican-Americans have a "Chicano
culture," and they and Indians and Blacks have "cultures of the
poor." If culture may be defined as transmitted organized human
behavior that continues over more than one generation, then one
should not confuse economic circumstances and economic determinism with culture.
Novak also observes that when he wrote his book, "the word
'ethnic' was a pejorative word, or else it meant 'colored minorities'
(Indians, Blacks, Chicanos)" (p. xix). In this statement he fails to
"'The Rise of the Unmeltable Ethnics. By Michael Novak. New York: MacMillan
Publishing Co" Inc., 1973. Pp. xxxv, 376. Notes, bibliog., index. $t.95.
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distinguish between fact and opinion. In the nineteenth century,
Anglo-Americans viewed Mexican-Americans as "Spanish" or
"white" if they were wealthy and fair, and considered· them
"Mexicans" (Indians or worse) if poor and swarthy. The truth of
the matter is that Mexican-Americans call themselves by different
namesao and are genetically and culturally heterogeneous and
probably "more diverse in social composition than any immigrant
minority group in American history."al Because they are a pluralc
istic people, classifying "Mexicans" or "Chicanos" as .a "colored
minority" is misleading, and even the Federal government since
1930 has had the good sense not to confuse social prejudice with
scientific fact.
Novak's generalizations about Indians, Blacks, and "Chicanos"
are matched by his generalizations about "ethnics." The latter are
"descendants of the immigrants of southern and' eastern Europe:
Poles, Italians, Greeks, and Slavs. These include, of course,
Armenians, Lebanese (Ralph Nader is our favorite skinny ethnic),
Slovenes, Ruthenians, Croats, Serbs, Czechs (Bohemians and
Moravians), Slovaks, Lithuanians, Estonians, Russians,Spanish,
and Portuguese" (p. 55). These ethnics, sometimes call~d PIGS
by the author (p. 12), will have their day in thesun in this decade
and perhaps "can carry our society further, more constructively,
more inventively" (p. 22). Ethnics are Catholic, love their fam~
ilies, largely belong to the lower-middle-class income group, and
have special characteristics and a unique "symbolic life, rhetoric,
and ways of perceiving" (p. 23). For example;' they are insecure,
loyal Americans, hard workers, resent demonstrations (an inherent WASP tactic) (p. 15), "do not like, or trust, or even understand intellectuals," (p. 7 I) and "are not, in principle, against
'community control,' or even against ghettoes of our own" (p. 72).
Ethnics also have an "instinct for family and community" (p. 247),
"are often grasping and greedy, of course," and "build their lives
around family values and generally settle for modest economic
roles" (p. 248). Also, "black militants can push some vVASPS
and some liberals around, but it [sic] will not push ethnics around"
(p. 199).
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Novak's ethnics "resent the liberties, privileges, wealth, and
securities of the professional elites based in the universities. They.
also 'resent the actual, daily contacts of their own culture [italics
mine] with black culture. No amount of goodwill, theory, or
ideology blinds them to the actual experience of that contact: it is
very often characterized by economic penalties for both whites and
blacks, by rising violence and conflict, by insolence and insult, by
mutual stereotype and prejudice" (p. 35).
. At this point it must be observed that at least for this reviewer,
American descendants of Armenians and Spaniards, for example,
have different historical and cultural backgrounds. It can also be
argued that the Lebanese and other ethnics, in il1dividual instances, are not all the same.. Ralph Nader is not Willie Farah,32
and neither one seems to have a great similarity to various nationally known ethnics one might mention who belong to other new
immigrant groups. Further, as David Riesman has remarked, "an
Italian in Rhode Island may hail from a Sicilian village while an
Italian in San Francisco carne from Providence or Brooklyn along
with everybody else and as early as almost everybody else."33
The real enemy in America for Novak is WASP culture, best
represented by educated liberals and intellectuals. Intellectuals
are resented because they have "unchecked power and influence"
and are "establishment" (p. 19). It is claimed that intellectuals
are "a dominant rulIng elite (among other elites)" (p. 176) whose
"intellectual project for America-whether conservative, liberal, or
radical-is radically Anglo-Saxon in orientation" (p. 174). This
intellectual project is based on solitariness, i.e., "soul-scouring isolation" and "a guarantee of-not a cure for-alienation." Although
Novak states that intellectuals have risen to power only since 1932,
to him the myth of "modernity" or isolation almost perfectly coincides with what he calls the "myth of the Anglo-Saxon race in
America" (p. 175). Ethnics, so Novak tells us, were not only victims of "Nordic racism" but those who aspired to be Americans had
to learn (1) loneliness or the solitariness of Protestant consciousness; (2) faith in unlimited success or the rightness of giving free
rein to avarice and ambition; (3) mastery or the will of the solitary
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self exemplified in the cowboy, the outlaw, and the gangster; (4)
the myth of self-help; (5) the equation of America with the Kingdom of God; (6) a new system of internal repression; and (7) a
new relationship to sexual fears, or the idea that fornication though
socially necessary was inherently demeaning (pp. 108-28).
Novak himself is the best critic of his book when he states that
his ffiends "and critics sometimes complain that they do not know
where I am, or where I am coming from. My standpoint is not
fairly described (whose is ?) as radical, or liberal, or conservative"
(p. 6 I). Thus the search for its roots.

IN CONCLUSION, the following comments. and observations are
offered. Cultural pluralism does exist in America, but the importance one places on ethnic heritage varies with individuals and
groups. There is some basis to the idea that Catholics and Protestants are different in attitudes and that their beliefs detenrtine
behavior. However, Catholic and Protestant identity varies among
individuals and is influenced by orthodoxy, ethnicity, education,
and class. In addition, all religious groups in America produce both
saints and sinners. Further, we still do not know very much about
ethnic and social-class differences in America, much less national
character and how it is shaped and changed. Finally, one does not
have to reject one's ethnic heritage to believe that in a truly
democratic society, a consensus of opinion must be shared by the
majority rooted in a common language and fundamental goals, or
for want of a better term, a common culture.
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THE DIPLOMACY OF ANNEXATION; TEXAS, OREGON, AND THE MEXICAN
WAR. By David M. Pletcher. Columbia, Mo.: University of Missouri
.
Press, 1973. Pp. xiii, 656. Bibliog., index. $20.00.
THIS satisfying study is fine diplomatic history. David M. Pletcher first
conceived it nearly twenty years ago. The results are well worth the wait.
As a central theme, Pletcher argues that the issues of Texas, Oregon, and the
Mexican War "were not simply family quarrels in the ,Western Hemisphere." Rather they "formed a truly international question of first
Importance in which Britain, France, and occasionally even Spain played
lively roles." The war "was a turning point, not only in the internal history
of the United States and in its relations with Latin America but also in
relations between the hemispheres." Pletcher focuses mainly on the United
States, Great Britain, and Mexico. Always alert to the influence of nationalistic rivalry, economic interest, and domestic politics, he explains. why
simultaneous crises developed. in the spring of 1846, why the Oregon
matter was resolved peacefully, and why the dispute with Mexico was not.
He also provides an excellent account of the war itself and the ensuing
peace settlement.
Pletcper's discussion of policy formation and decision-making is subtle
and convincing. It clears up many areas of controversy, particularly his
treatment of President James Knox Polk. In Pletcher's view, Polk was a
continentalist with .limited goals. He wanted to settle outstanding difficulties with Britain and Mexico and also to obtain California. Beyond that,
he kept his options open, seeking to adjust his position to the exigencies of
domestic politics. Although a coalition of expansionists supported him;
oftentimes the aims of one constituent part came into conflict with those of
another. Polk played factions against one another in efforts to retain control. Pletcher does not construe e~pansionism in a deterministic or mechanistic fashion. Rather he interprets it as a tentative, opportunistic phenomenon, always subject to shifting sectional alignments and political configurations.
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Polk did wage an aggressive war, but would have preferred other means.
Customarily he assumed a forceful stance to encourage negotiation on his
terms. Like American statesmen of a later generation, he wanted. to deal
from a position of strength. Sometimes he erred. He misled the British
about his intentions in Oregon, but in spite of it still managed a settlement,
in part because British leaders could not seriously conceive of going to war
over it. Mistakes also damaged relations with Mexico. Polk failed to anticipate Mexican responses and fen victim to "escalation," a process by
which "an initial set of decisions starts a chain of causes and effects, each
more difficult to control than its predecessor. At the beginning of the chain
the decision maker may have been presented with a fairly wide range of
acceptable choices. The range is gradually reduced .until at the end he has
-qr seems to have-none." Polk did not perceive alternatives because. of
limitations of vision, suspicion of British intrigue, and exasperation with
Mexican·intransigeance. Tragically, in part because of his own myopia,
'''events close[d] in," and he found himself "surrounded with dilemmas, all
exits blocked."
This rich, thoughtful volume ranks as the best work available on the
subject. It is solidly based on extensive research. Pletcher knows the
literature. His footnotes provide first-rate historiographical commentary.. He
also·has Searched the archives in Washington, London, Paris, and Madrid.
Regrettably he was unable to gain access to the records of the Mexican
Foreign Ministry, but it seems unlikely that they would alter his appraisal very muc/h. For full appreciation, this book must be read.

Colorado State Univer$ity

MARK T. GILDERHUS

THE AMERICAN WEST IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY: A SHORT HISTORY
OF AN URBAN OASIS. By Gerald D. Nash. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1973. Pp. viii, 312. Illus., bibliographical notes, index.
No Price.
"THE American West today is America tomorrow," Nash asserts in his pioneering and interpretive synthesis of the West during the twentieth century. Dividing the West into five subregions, <;;alifornia, the Pacific Northwest, the Rocky Mountain states, the' Southwest, and the Plains, . the
author examines for the past three-quarters of a century the political,
economic,. social, and cultural developments of a region that encompasses
nearly one half of the continental United States. Unlike. almost all other
general studies of the area, which concentrate on the frontier stage, .the
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"maturation of the trans-Mississippi West" is the focus of this book. This
maturing, Nash concludes, has resulted in a reversal of roles for the
American West. While it was a colonial society in relation to the' East from
1898 to 1941, it became a pacesetter for the rest of the nation after 1941.
In this role, the American West pioneered in many technological innovations that were adopted by the East, sometimes as much as a generation
later. It developed the most advanced techniques for the scientific eradication of diseases. Its mechanized large-scale commercial agriculture "set the
pace for farmers everywhere in the United States if not, indeed,throughout the world." The West became a harbinger of the America of tomorrow
in its rapid development of space-age industries. The growth of its service
industries, such as tourism, predated their development elsewhere. The
techniques of branch banking initiated largely by A. P. Giannini, founder
of the Bank of America, not only helped to free much of the West from
reliance on outside capital, but this more flexible banking system was
widely adopted by bankers elsewhere after 1945.
But the innovations of the West were not solely economic. In politics
large-scale cooperation between government and private enterprise helped to
develop this rapidly growing region to which more than forty million
Americans and eight million foreigners migrated during the twentieth
century. Here woman suffrage and the commission plan of municipal
government were inaugurated. Socially, the West showed itself more
hospitable to social dissent during this century; both the hippie and
student movements began in northern California during the 1960's. More
important, perhaps, was the West's pioneering development of the urbansuburban pattern of settlement, which was a part of the urban complexion
of the new, as opposed to the frontier West. Culturally, this area also had
its effect; such typically Western symbols as the outdoor barbecue and
Western jeans were to spread throughout the country during the twentieth
century.
Not everything about the innovative West has been good, Nash admits.
Despite its greater tolerance toward social, differences, this region has not
successfully acculturated its important Indian and Chicano minorities.
Much of the rootlessness and alienation of the country today can be
attributed to the contagious effect of Western restlessness. Many of the
ecological disasters that have marked America's recent past may have been
inspired by the Western example. Smog, the contamination of rivers and
streams, and the destruction of wilderness areas and wildlife were apparent
in the West, particularly in California, before they became recognized as
national problems.
'
Because of the magnitude of Nash's subject, he is often compelled to
catalogue the important political, cultural, and business figures, devoting
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little space to their contributions.. Nash clearly states in his preface, however, that his design was to create a surVey for the general student; something
he does admirably, in the opinion of the reviewer. Some may fault him for
concentrating too much on twentieth-century California, but Nash anticipated such criticism when he pointed out that two-fifths of the people
living in the trans-Mississippi West reside in the Golden State. In short
the author has made the best of a difficult challenge, producing a readable
and highly informative study about a dynamic era that many students of
the Old West have too long ignored.
University of Northern Colorado

ROBERT W. LARSON

SAVAGE SCllNB: tHE LIFE AND TIMES OF JAMES KIRKER. By William C.
McGaw. New York: Hastings House Publishers, 1972. Pp. xii, 242.
IlIus., app., bibliog., index. $8.95.
BILL MCGAw has kept many of. us waiting for this biography, tantalizing
us in 1968 by publishing an article on Kirker in LeRoy Hafen~s Mountain
Men series, minus documentatiOli. In that article McGaw promised that
the citations would appear in a book-length study, Santiago! The Life and
Times of James Kirker, King of the Scalphunters. Now with a different"and
only slightly less sensational title, that book has appeared. The results do
not live up to this reviewer's expectations.
It is difficult to 'imagine a more fascinating figure for a biography than
the colorful and notorious James Kirker. Irish-born Kirker left home for
New York at age sixteen. Two years later he became a privateer on the
American side of the War of 1812. By the 1820'S he had abandoned secure
businesses in New York City and St. Louis, as well as a family, to embark
on a succession of occupations: trapper, gunrunner to the Apaches, miner,
scalp-hunter for the government of Chihuahua, volunteer under Colonel
Doniphan in the Mexican War, overland guide, and rancher in California
at the time of his death, about 1852. Kirker's scalp-hunting career, of
course, gained him the most notoriety. McGaw does not take seriously the
persistent story that Kirker had· such a mercenary nature that he sold
Mexican as well as Apache scalps to Chihuahua officials, who could not tell
them apart.
McGaw has uncovered some valuable new nuggets about Kirker's Scottish ancestors in Ireland, his families in Ne\Y York and Mexico, his descen"
dants in the Southwest, and his contemporaries, especially the McKnights
of Santa Fe Trail fame. McGaw's research in the Public Record Office in
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London has broughtto light a claim that Kirker filed against the Mexican
government for furs that he said New Mexico Governor Albino Perez took
from him. This claim includes interesting new information about Kirker's
activities, his 1835 trapping license from Perez, and the elusive Pauline
Weaver. Unfortunately, this new information, even when combined with
what was already known about Kirker, does not add· up to a book. An
article-length biography would have sufficed.
Able to trace only a rough outline of Kirker's life, McGaw apparently
found it necessary to fill in the blanks with anecdotes and with what he
regards as the "times" of James Kirker. Hence, one learns such trivia as the
names of the streets which intersected with Ferry St. in New York when
Kirker walked there in 1810 (p. 14); such gratuitous gossip as the fact that
trapper Benjamin Wilson was General Patton's grandfather (p. 95); and one
is told again of Apache linguistic origins in Canada (p. 95), and the story
of Santa Anna's leg (p. 127). Padding is especially excessive in the first
half of the book where McGaw relates the adventures of the Ashley-Henry
expedition to the Upper Missouri in 1822, evel1 though there is only a
possibility that Kirker was along, and where McGaw tells of an 1824
expedition to Santa Fe that Kirker might have been on. In both cases
McGaw gives considerable credence to a newspaper interview· which
Kirker gave in 1847.
McGaw's excessive dependency on the 1847 newspaper interview is not
an isolated instance. Throughout the book he uses uncritically such sources
as James Hobbs' Wild Life in the Far West, without corroborating evidence.
On occasion he fails entirely to provide his source, and often he allows his
own imagination to add new facts. When his source says that Kirker's wife
was a "handsome woman," McGaw makes her "one of the most beautiful
women in Chihuahua" (p. 95)' On one occasion McGaw relates how a
Mohave chief attempted to lure some Ame:dcans into a trap by promising
them a captive squaw as bait. McGaw's source for this story offers no sug~
gestion that the Indian woman was sexually interested in· the Americans or
that the Mohave chief so indicated. Yet, McGaw's prose gets so far ahead
of the facts that he terms the unfortunate woman "a red-skinned nymphomaniac who delivered the goods with a fury," "a frontier sexpot," possessed
by "demonic fires" (pp.82-83). Such overwriting, of course, undermines the
credibility of the entire work.
McGaw's reliance on American sources, and his lack of familiarity with
Mexican documentation, leads him to take a very pro-Kirker position. In
1836, for example, the comandante general of Chihuahua, Jose JoaquIn
Calvo, failed to appreciate information that Kirker had provided about a
planned Indian attack. Instead, Calvo suggested that Kirker had been
selling guns and ammunition to Indians, trapping illegally, and that if this
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were true, Kirk~r ought to be arrested. In discussing this episode, McGaw
remarks that Calvo's attitude was "surprising" (pp. 99-100). McGaw makes
light of reasons why Mexican officials might legitimately view Kirker as a
criminal. After all, Mexicans knew that the guns which the Apaches were
using against them came from Americans, and Kirker was a primesuspeet.
My own research indicates that in February 1838, at a time when McGaw
(and Kirker) suggest that Governor Manuel Armijo of New Mexico was
friendly .toward Kirker, Armijo was reporting that Kirker was in league
with Apaches and that he was planning a revolt in New Mexico against
the government. In still another example, the picture that emerges of
Kirker's visit to New Mexico in the fall of 1839, as presented in Ward
Allen Minge's doctoral dissertation,· "Frontier Problems in New Mexico"
(University of New Mexico; 1965), which is based on Mexican documentation, is quite different from McGaw's version. McGaw apparently did not
consult Minge's work.
Finally, it must be added that McGaw's publisher did not serve him
well. Some of his sentences read as though they came froIn a children's
book. There are no chapter titles, no table of contents, no guide to the
book's numerous photographs, no map. There is a good index, and a large
bibliography which would be .more aptly entitled "sources consulted."
There are items in the footnotes· which do not appear in the bibliography.
Because McGaw has come up with fresh information on Kirker (even
since his 1968 article appeared), this book should be consulted as a guide
to sources on Kirker, but McGaw's interpretation of those sources should
be used with considerable caution.
CalifOrnia State University, San Diego

DAVID

J. WEBER

SPANISH TIMES AND BOOM TIMES: TOWARD AN ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
OF SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO. By Charles L. Nieman. Edited by John
DeWitt McKee and Spencer Wilson. Publications in History, Vol. VI.
Socorro, New Mexico: Socorro County Historical Society, 1.972. Pp. x,
100. Illus., maps, bibliog. Paper $3.00.
'THIS STUDY," as the author explains in his straightforward style, "is a
surface exploration of the varied domestic and commercial architecture
which can be found in Socorro and in the nearby areas." The original
manuscript was prepared by Charles L. Nieman as an honors thesis under
Dr. Bainbridge Bunting of the University of New MeXico. About half the
printed volume is given over to cleancut sketches of architectural details
and useful photographs, many added through the resourcefulness of the
editors, whose knowledge of Socorro is an asset.
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Spanish Times and Boom Times opens with the early history of Socorro
from its reputed site as the Pueblo of PilabO, through the founding of a
mission there in 1626, abandonment in 1680, and precarious resettlement
. in 1816. But it soon turns from an adobe and timber tradition to events of
the last hundred years as reflected in architecture.
. Eighteen structures are discussed in varying detail, some of them preserved only in photographs and records. "Very little, if anything, remains
from the long period from 1816-1880 that has not gone through a significant
amount of renovating," Nieman writes. But the dominant heritage is from
the mining boom of the 1880'S and 90's. The author stresses that from this
brief period of prosperity "elaborate ornamentation is concentrated on the
fa~ades," arid "Socorro is a city of fronts."
The Juan Jose Baca house, a thick-walled adobe "probably built around
1870," is the earliest ofeight residences described.
Fired brick was a necessity to Socorro's smelters and became fashionable
material for the wealthy few during the village's mining era. In the 1890'S
the Socorro Fire Clay Co. supplied bricks to the neighborhood, as well as
to Magdalena and perhaps as far north as Belen. The only surviving
industrial building made of brick is the Golden Crown Flour Mill, remarkable because it contains operable original machinery and equipment.
Four other mills operated in the territory-in Albuquerque, Belen, Los
Lunas, and Jarales. Of stone and adobe construction, the Illinois Brewery
(and ice house) also remains, its processing of St. Louis hops and malt
closed down by Prohibition in 1918. Other contemporary breweries were
established in El Paso and Albuquerque.
Travelers and photographers recorded three once-celebrated hotels-the
Grand Central, the Park; and the Windsor; the latter burned in 1919 and
was replaced by the present Val Verde Hotel.
The two best known of Socorro's architectural monuments still stand.
The Garcia Opera House was built about 1888 and enjoyed a long career
as theater, dance hall, and community center. In recent months San Miguel
Catholic Church-built about 1816, perhaps on earlier mission foundations
-has undergone another of its many renovations, a process from which
new knowledge of its architectural history may be gleaned.
Presenting a simple relationship between architecture and local history,
the volume is of value to professionals and "buffs."
Albuquerque, New Mexico

ROLAND

F. DICKEY
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TAKE Up YOUR MISSION: MORMON COLONIZING ALONG THE LITTLB
COLORADO RIVER, 1870-1900. By Charles Peterson. Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 1973. Pp. xii, 309. Illus., maps, bibliog., index.
$9·5°'
THIS IS a handsome book; just to leaf through its pages is an invitation to
read. The old adage, "One picture is worth a thousand words," is well
borne out here, for the pictures are all photographs taken by professionals.
They add a new dimension. A minor item, perhaps, but to me the selection
and placement of the excerpt from the Diary of Levi Savage at the end of
Chapter One seems a stroke of genius, so perfectly does it forecast the
plight of those Saints who accepted the call to the Arizona Mission. Like
the prologue to an ancient tragedy, it sets the stage. I agree with Mr. Todd
Berens, who insists that the Bibliography is inclusive enough and complete
enough to be printed separately as a pamphlet to be used by all students of
Southern Arizona. The first chapters are exciting, especially the expedition
which established the site of Flagstaff. That a colonizing group should
come all the way from Boston and accomplish so little is surprising.
The attitude of Henry Day is graphically told by John 1. Lee, but the
documented account of the earlier missions, including the Haight fiasco,
give depth to the· picture. Daniel W. Jones, whose business was to go
south to Old Mexico, had in his company a very youngman, AnthonyW.
Ivins, whose written account is so detailed that it later influenced Church
policies.
In the beginning, Dr. Peterson ties in with consummate skill the preachments of Brigham Young with regard to this missIon as a part of the great
future forecast by Joseph. Smith, the Prophet. Israel's part in this master
plan must be fulfilled at any cost, and members should accept their individual assignments \villingly. It is not the. weather or the lack of good
water or the mineral in the soil that is wrong; it is the complaining attitude
that is wrong. Saints who are called to serve should ~espond cheerfully
and not complain.
Each chapter is a distinct entity, complete in itself, yet fitting neatly into
the whole. Having experienced wagon travel under similar conditions, I
deeply appreciate Chapter Four, though I enjoyed Social and Cultural
Glimpses, The Role of Women, equally well.
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Perhaps I am too conscious of dates. For example, the whole United
Order program died with Brigham Young on August 29, 1817. Erastus
Snow had never favored it; he readily supported Flake in his private enterprise. And John Taylor, successor to Brigham Young, closed the one at
Orderville, as being contrary to the American "Free Enterprise" system.
One slip in date is in the footnote on page 12 I, where the death of Lot
Smith is so well told. He was shot on 21 June 1892, and expired the same
evening at ten o'clock. His body was exhumed and taken to Farmington,
Davis County, where it was interred with appropriate ceremonies 8 April
1902. (LDS Bio. Ency!., p. 806).
Dr. Peterson shows real finesse in his concluding paragraph: "While the
community's achievement was less than its founders had hoped, there was
no doubt that in its minimum requirements, Mormon expansion into
Little Colorado was successful."
In the face of this we include some of the facts which would support
the tag MINIMUM, to the package. To illustrate: ". . . no one could be
called affiuent who was called to North Arizona." (p. 44) "
Most of
those to whom the call came may justly be classified as poor
." (p. 45)
". . . The well-to-do in Zion were not uprooted. . . ." (p. 46) "In 1875
some 250 missionaries were called." (pp. 58-59) "About 100 or 40% made
the trek to Arizona. . . . In Tooele in 1880 ten families were called. Twci
made a brief trip South. None remained in Arizona." (pp. 58-59) "According to one report, the homeward flight was so heavy that after five years
'scarcely one-tenth of those who had been called . . . could be found at
their posts of duty.''' (p. 59) This should be evidence enough that five
years in that hard land would wear out these people. The adage 'To him
that hath shall be given, and to him that hath naught shall be taken even
that little he hath," seems to apply perfectly here.
My own feeling is that the enterprise was a Pyrrhic victory where the
point is won at too much cost. You win the war, but lose all your
army. In this case there grew up a society of "Covered Wagon Nomads,"
wandering from one poor place to another, unable to put roots down anywhere in this dismal terrain. The human waste, in time, energy, suffering,
is beyond measure. The price was just too high. Dr. Peterson may not say
it outright, but he gave the evidence from which one may draw his own
conclusion.
On .the other hand, his clarity and forthrightness in reporting, with his
skill in the presentation, make this book a must for every student of
Southern Arizona history and its relation to the nation as a whole. Dr.
Peterson is to be warmly complimented on this book.
Salt Lake City

JUANITA BROOKS
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CHRONICLES OF THE YAQUI EXPEDITION. Edited by Jimmy M. Skaggs,
Fane Downs, Winifred Vigness. Lubbock: West Texas Museum AsSociation, 1972. Pp. 230. lIlus., index. No price.
THIS BOOK deals with a trip from Lubbock, Texas, to the lower Yaqui
river country in Sonora, Mexico, between March I, 1934, and April 10 of
the same year. The party arrived in the Yaqui country on March 8 and
left April 3. Although identified as an Archaeological Field Expedition of
Texas Technological College, apparently no archaeology was undertaken.
The "expedition" personnel consisted of a professor of archaeology and a
professor of botany from Texas Technological College, a physical anthropologist from Harvard University, a medical doctor, a newspaper editor,
a building contractor, the Mayor of Lubbock, and two students from the
college. The more systematic observations of this group have been previously published. (W. C. Holden, et al., Studies of the Yaqui Indians of
Sonora, Mexico. Texas Technological College Bulletin, 12, No. I, 1936.)
This volume contains the essentially unedited diaries of the trip written by
Charles J. Wagner, M.D., and Richard A. Studhalter, Professor of Botany,
and reprints of the news articles written by Charles A. Guy and published
in the Lubbock Morning Avalanche, the Lubbock Evening Journal and
the Sunday Avalanche-Journal, each preceded by a biographical introduction about the authors written by one of the editors. W. C. Holden contributes a general introduction, including a brief undocumented and somewhat inaccurate historical sketch of the tribe.
The principal interest for readers of the book (aside, perhaps, .from
relatives and residents of Lubbock) is in what experiences and Sights the
essentially naive laymen thought worth recording and the unconscious
revelation of their prejudices and preconceptions. Yaqui women and men
are "squaws" and "braves" or "warriors," the Lenten and Easter ceremonies
are described as "pagan," the organized participants are called "witch
doctors" and the masked clowns "devil chasers." The area is frequently
referred to as "unknown" or "unexplored," ignoring the large pre- and
post-Revolution Mexican, European and North American population in
the area. Admittedly these were mostly on the south side of the river. (The
first major irrigation canal in the area was built by a Los Angeles firm some
years before the Revolution, not by General.Obregon as stated in the introduction; the largest rice mill in Mexico was in the Valley in the I92ds
and 30'S; this reviewer traveled throughout the valley in I9I8 and r930-32,
living for some months in Yaqui towns, to mention but a few "explorers.")
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Some of the descriptive observations have some value but in the main
the diaries and newspaper accounts suggest the members of the party did
not understand much of what they saw. The editors have attempted to
remedy this by footnotes but they rely mostly on two short articles published by Edward Spicer. They make no use of his two lengthy monographs on the Yaqui nor of other fairly extensive literature available about
the tribe. The reader who wants facts about the Yaqui will find little
for him in this book.
University of California at Los Angeles

RALPH L. BEALS

THE FLAMBOYANT JUDGE. By James D. Hamlin. A Biography as told to
J. Evetts Haley and Wm. Curry Holden. Canyon, Texas: Palo Duro
Press, 1972. Pp. 312. Illus., app., index. $10.00.
I AM ALWAYS impressed when I read that someone worked seven years or
twenty-two years or some other fantastic period on a book, although I know
that they may be like this reviewer, who starts things, puts them aside, and
doesn't return to them for decades. Even under that criterion, J. Evetts
Haley and William Curry Holden ought to be setting some kind of record
with The Flamboyant Judge, for they unknowingly started on the book
away back in the middle 1930'S, or nearly forty years ago. Over the years
they progressed alongside technology, first just listening and undoubtedly
making,a few notes, then resorting to a tape recorder, back when that newfangled instrument captured words on a wire. Altogether they made twentytwo hours of recordings.
Then they went a step further and persuaded Judge Hamlin to dictate
to a secretary over a whole summer. In all of this the Judge was agreeable,
except for one prescription: The material was not to be published before
1970, as he did not want to hurt anyone's feelings. Since Haley particularly,
as in the case of his biography of the XIT Ranch, has had some experience
with hurt feelings, both editors understood.
So here you have a nne story told by three men who know how to put
words together-Holden, Haley, and Hamlin. (I suppose that if they'd gone
in. the cattle business together, HHH would have been their brand, although it woul~ have been impossible to have told whose initial should
come first.)
As for the story, Hamlin helped the High Plains country through its
period of great change, and was always the perceptive witness. For nearly
half a century he served as the representative of the Farwell family and
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their Capitol Reservation Lands. He was that finest of historians, the
amateur, and served "long and effectively" as he~d of the Panhandle-Plains
Historical Society. A collector of taste, in his later years, after he moved to
Taos and Santa Fe, he continued his collectional instincts, and seems to
have gathered artists along with their fine arts. He was also that rare book
collector who reads what he buys, and purchases only to read.
The book is a mine of insights and stories. Hamlin, who never bothers
to disguise his own pleasures in sinning, is honest in his depictions of
people. Some of the stories are hilarious, as in the argument between Sam
Dunn, the Tascosa bartender, and a customer at the bar. When the argument seemed to have reached an impasse, Dunn reached under the bar
and proved his point with a worn copy of the Christian Observer, laid it on
the bar, and in the authors' words, "The drunk accepted it as if it had been
spoken from On High."
This is both a rollicking and discerning book, and each page holds its
special delights. I recommend it to anyone who likes to read about life as
it was lived, rather than as some historian thought it ought to have been
lived.
University of Texas at Austin

JOE B. FRANTZ

THE JOYOUS JOURNEY OF LERoy R. AND ANN W. HAFEN: AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY., By LeRoy R. and Ann W. Hafen. Glendale, California:
The Arthur H. Clark Company, and Denver, Colorado: The Old
West Publishing Company, 1973. Pp. 335. Illus. $II.50'
LERoy REUBEN HAFEN, brisk and bright at eighty years old, is one of the
best known and most prolific of western American historians. His research
and writing, especially on early exploration and settlement of the West,
have been voluminous. Much of his work, notably textbooks on Colorado
history, was done in collaboration with his wife, Ann Woodbury Hafen, a
talented writer and poet, with whom he shared a most congenial partnership for over fifty years. In The Joyous Journey Dr. Hafen has assembled
the events of their lives, based on and often transcribed from their diaries
and letters.
Dr. Hafen was born in the Mormon farming village of Bunkerville,
Utah, where he lived with his mother and six older brothers and sisters.
His father maintained three other families in other places and visited the
Bunkerville Hafens twice a year for a few years and finally not at all. Roy's
youth was one of hard work, deprivation and simple pleasures, which he
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describes with gusto. He did well in school and in due time was rewarded
with a degree from Brigham Young University. His graduate work was
completed at Berkeley under Herbert E. Bolton, whose training produced
"the largest number of Ph.D.s produced- by any History Department in
the nation."
In 1924, Dr. Bolton advised Hafen, now married and the father of two
children, to accept a position as State Historian of Colorado. His first two
years were a struggle to keep the job, but he succeeded. The next thirty
years, as he presents them, were a tranquil succession of motor trips, historical meetings, publications, and honors, troubled only by the tragic
death of their daughter and the subsequent failure of his health. His retirement as State Historian in 1954 was followed by a return to Utah, a
teaching post at Brigham Young, a year as visiting professor at the University of Edinburgh, a stint at the Huntington Library, and more journeys,
publications, and honors. Ann's death in 1970 brings the book to a close.
The Joyous Journey begins well with Dr. Hafen's memories of his
Mormon childhood. But then memory, that wonderful mechanism which
distills significance from the past, is set aside and Dr. Hafen allows his
diaries to supply his material. Events of their married years are enumerated
in chronological order, without reflection or interpretation, and the reader
can detect little change or growth in the Hafens as writers or individuals.
Indeed, it would be impossible to characterize either of them on the basis
of this autobiography. Dr. Hafen appears to be writing for readers who
already know him; and consequently it is his friends and acquaintances
who will be most likely to enjoy the book.

Colorado Springs

JANET LECOMPTE

